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SUBMISSIONS BRIEF

The Board must view this application through the lens of the public interest and in so doing

conclude that the application for a certificate must be rejected.

This conclusion is supported by the facts and Board precedent and policy. In substantiating this

submission, the following will be considered:

A. the nature of the approval sought

B. specific services offered to Greenfield

C. T2 Attributes

D. Sarnia Industrial Line vs. Vector Connection

E. implications of bypass

F. the application of Board precedent and policy, including the following cases:

l. EBRO 471 - Re: Cardinal Power of Canada

2. EBRO 47I - Re: Canadian Pacifìc Forest Products Limited

3. RP - 2005-0022 - Re: Greenfield Energy Centre

The Board's decision in the current application is very important. If the board concludes that the

certificate should be granted and Greenfield is entitled to bypass on the basis of the facts of this

case, the Board is effectively departing from the notion the postage stamp rates are in the public

interest. It would in effect be stating that if a connecting load can show a lower cost by pursuing

bypass, then that customer is able to avoid postage stamp rates and convenience of location is the

determining factor.

However, this is not the intended policy of the Board and as such Greenfield's certificate request

should be denied.
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A. NATURE OF APPROVAL SOUGHT

Under section 8 of the Municipal Franchise Act, no person can construct works to supply natural

gas without approval of the Board and such approval shall not be given unless public

convenience and necessity appear to require such approval to be given.

To consider public convenience and need, the Board must consider the public interest.

Not unlike the provisions for leave to construct, a certificate is required for the "construction" of

works for the supply of gas. As the Board considers the public interest in respect of bypass of the

LDC's system in the context of a leave to construct, so too should the Board consider the same

public interest elements in a certificate application as in the current circumstance.

As such, in considering public convenience and necessity or need, the Board should apply the

factors considered in respect ofa request to bypass.

11229-2112 t8682778.5
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B. SPECIFIC SERVICES OFFERED TO GREENFIELD SOUTH

Union proposed to Greenfield an interruptible T2 rate with service through an interconnection

with Union's Sarnia Industrial Line. It is Union's view that firm or intenuptible services

provided through a connection to the Sarnia Industrial Line system will best meet the needs of

Greenfield South. It is also Union's view that there is no material cost difference between Union

providing service to Greenfield South through a connection to the Sarnia Industrial Line system

versus a connection to Vector.

ProJítøbílíty Index

A Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis for the interruptible service option requested by

Greenfield South (see Schedule 1) indicates that Union's proposed facilities project has a

Profitability Index (PI) of 1.068. Pursuant to the Report of the Board in EBO 188 dated January

30, 1998, an overall PI of 1.0 means that existing customers will not suffer a rate increase over

the long term as a result of the proposed project. The Board stated in its EBO 188 report that it

was of the view that an overall rolling portfolio PI of 1.0 or better is in the public interest.

lL229-21t2 18682778.5
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iii. The ability to better control and predict costs by having the option to supply the customer's

own compressor fuel and storage deliverability.

iv. Having a non-obligated Daily Contract Quantity (DCQ) gives these new electricity generators

significant delivery flexibility. If the plant is not operating for any reason, there is no

obligation to deliver gas to Union.

v. The Rate T2 service permits the customer to buy gas at Dawn. Dawn is a highly liquid

trading point with many buyers and sellers, with prices that are both transparent and easily

discoverable.

vi. Customers have access to both cost-based storage space and deliverability to meet their

requirements.

vii. There is no requirement to match consumption and supply volumes on an hourly basis.

viii. An appropriate combination of storage space and deliverability allows the customer to better

manage acquiring supply and helps avoid the intra-day gas markets and the price volatility

that can arise.

ix. A Union firm Rate T2 customer avoids the impacts related to a non-bumping pipeline as

consumption is not required to be nominated.

x. Customers receive high levels of security of supply and reliability by being connected to an

integrated distribution system with a large number of pipeline interconnections.

The benefits of Rate T2 service described above provide customers with the flexibility to operate

their facilities in an efficient manner. These service attributes, combined with a competitive rate,

result in a Rate T2 offering that is highly valued by both existing (including seven electricity

generators) and potential customers. The Rate T2 service meets the needs of electricity generators in

a flexible and economic manner and is a robust service offering that effectively mitigates any

perceived need for a customer to bypass the local distribution system.

4. SpeciJic Services Offered to Greenfield South

Firm and Interuuptible Rate T2 Service

When developing the service proposal for Greenfield South, Union initially considered options that

would allow it to provide firm service. The two options Union considered were a connection to the
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NPS 42 Vector Pipeline and a connection to the NPS 12 and NPS 20 pipelines of the Sarnia Industrial

Line system. On review, a firm service connection to the Vector Pipeline was not a practical

alternative because Vector is a sole source pipeline. In the event that gas is not flowing on Vector, it

would not be possible to provide firm service to Greenfield South without adding firm capacity from

Dawn to Dawn-Vector. The cost of adding this capacity would be signifìcant.

Although, the BCD option is available in the Sarnia area to customers directly connected to a third

party pipeline, Union did not pursue this option for Greenfìeld South because firm service is not

currently available from Dawn to Dawn-Vector.

Union concluded that a connection to the Sarnia Industrial Line system was the best alternative for

providing firm service to Greenfield South. This is the case because Greenfield South, through the

Sarnia Industrial Line system, would be able to access reliable supply from multiple sources through

the Dawn Hub at a cost comparable to that of a Vector connection.

Accordingly, in July 2013, Union made an initialfirm service offer under Rate T2 to Greenfield

South. The estimated annual cost of the firm service offering was approximately $2.2 million. The

contract term was for 20 years. Greenfìeld South was advised that, since they are unrated, they

would need to provide security for all exposure in the form of a letter of credit equalto the estimated

capital cost of the supply facilities connected to the Sarnia Industrial Line system which would

decline over the term ofthe contract.

This initial offer was rejected by Greenfield South as too expensive. Greenfield South indicated that

its target pricing was less than 60Yo of Union's firm service costs.

To meet Greenfield South's target pricing, Union prepared a Rate T2 interruptible service offer at

Greenfield South's request. Union explained the risk that an interruption could happen at any time

which could result in Greenfield South without gas seruice under this offering. Greenfìeld South

indicated a willingness to accept that risk for a lower price.
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1 In August 2013, Union made an offer to Greenfield South of interruptible service over a l0 year term

2 with pricing set to 60%o of firm service. The interruptible service offer did not require enhancements

3 at the Courtright Station and Sarnia Industrial Station so those costs would not be incurred for service

4 from the Sarnia Industrial Line system. The estimated annual cost of the l0 year interruptible service

5 offering was approximately $1.4 million. The interruptible pricing offered was at the low end of the

6 interruptible pricing range and resulted in a distribution cost to GEPP that is competitive when

7 compared to other generators.
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Greenfield South then requested an interruptible service option with a 20 year term which Union

presented at a September 2013 meeting. Based on Union's credit standards (see Schedule 4),

Greenfield South was advised that it would need to provide a letter of credit as secured collateral

equal to the estimated capital cost of the supply facilities connected to the Sarnia Industrial Line

system ($6 million) which would decline over the term of the contract. The only alternative to a

letter of credit would be some other form of secured collateral such as a cash deposit or an OPA

guarantee.

5. Greenfìeld South Gas Services

In its evidence, Greenfield South indicates that they will contract with Vector Pipeline for gas

services to the GEPP. Appendix 34 of Greenfield South's supplementary evidence submitted

November 5,2014 is a letter dated October 26,2012 from Vector Pipeline to Eastern Power Limited

in which Vector proposes services to meet the proposed GEPP load of 2,320 GJlhour. The Vector

services are Firm Transport - Hourly ("FT-H") and Operational Variance Service ("OVS"). Vector

states in its proposal letter that for FT-H:

"There are two main requirements of this service. The first is that the receipt and delivery

volumes need to be equal and synchronous each hour. This demands Eastern contract with a

þoth Union and

Enbridge have such services). The second requirement is that nominqtions cannot be made for
retroactive hours."
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C. RATE T2 ATTRIBUTES
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section 2.8 - Operation Covenant in attached Schedule 2 where the OPA specifically directs that

project proponents cannot bypass the local gas distribution franchise for a proposed facility within

that franchise area.

The NGEIR decision included power services and these services have allowed the generators to

participate in the IESO market in compliance with their OPA power sale contract.

3. Rate Design Changes That Further Benelited Electrícity Generstors

Union's Rate T2 service was introduced and approved as part of its 2013 Cost of Service application

(EB-201l-0210). In that application, Union split the Rate Tl rate class into two rate classes in order

to improve rate class composition and ensure that both Rate Tl and Rate T2 would be comprised of

more homogeneous customers in terms of firm contracted demands and firm annualconsumption.

Union estimates that its Rate Tl/T2 redesign proposal resulted in savings to Rate T2 electricity

generators of approximately $1.8 million per year (see Schedule 3).

The split of Rate Tl into two rate classes better aligned cost incurrence and cost recovery by

recognizing the differences in distribution demand and distribution customer-related costs between

small Rate Tl and large Rate Tl customers. The split also addressed the significant diversity in daily

contracted demand and firm annual consumption that exists between small and large customers

within the previous Rate Tl rate class.

The Rate T2 service is a semi-unbundled service with contractual parameters which are tailored to a

speciflrc customer's needs. This allows the daily balancing of the customer's deliveries to Union with

the consumption at its facility at the customer's chosen level of risk. The rate the customer ultimately

pays is tied to the specific level of contracted service.

The Rate T2 service recognizes that the majority of Rate T2 customers are served off of transmission

main as opposed to distribution main. As a result, the levelof contribution by Rate T2 customers to

the recovery of distribution demand costs is lower than other Union South distribution rate classes.
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I The Rate T2 service has the lowest distribution rate in Union South; making it bypass competitive.

2 For the Rate T2 rate class, the average rate associated with the combined transportation and storage

3 service is less than $0.01 pe. -3 (or approximately $0.25 per GJ). By comparison, the average rate

4 for Tl transportation and storage service is $0.02 pe.rn3 (or $0.50 per GJ).
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Union offers the Rate T2 service to its largest contract rate customers, including the electricity

generators in the Southern delivery area of Union's franchised service area. The Rate T2 service

provides customers with the flexibility required to operate their plants economically. Approximately

22large industrial customers contract for this service. These customers collectively consume

approximately 150 Bcf of gas annually. This total includes all seven gas-fuelled electricity

generation plants in Union's franchised service area in Southern Ontario which generate over 2,700

MW of electricity and consume approximately 36 Bcf of gas annually.

Rate T2 consists of a monthly customer charge, a two block monthly demand charge and a single

block commodity charge. Rate T2 service is available to customers with a minimum firm daily

contracted demand of 140,870 m3.

Rate T2 also includes allthe Board-approved storage space and storage injection/withdrawal rights

per the previously approved Rate Tl service.

In addition to the cost effectiveness of the Rate T2 service described above, T2 provides many

benefits that are highly valued by existing and potential T2 customers, particularly electricity

generators. These benefits include:

i. The ability to tailor the service parameters to best suit the needs of the customer.

ii. There is no requirement to nominate consumption at the plant or injections and withdrawals

into or out of storage. An end of day true-up results in either an automatic injection into

storage or withdrawal from storage depending on whether too much or too little gas was

delivered in comparison to plant consumption. This provides the maximum flexibility with

no notice requirement.
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The ability to better control and predict costs by having the option to supply the customer's

own compressor fuel and storage deliverability.

Having a non-obligated Daily Contract Quantity (DCQ) gives these new electricity generators

significant delivery flexibility. If the plant is not operating for any reason, there is no

obligation to deliver gas to Union.

The Rate T2 service permits the customer to buy gas at Dawn. Dawn is a highly liquid

trading point with many buyers and sellers, with prices that are both transparent and easily

discoverable.

Customers have access to both cost-based storage space and deliverability to meet their

requirements.

There is no requirement to match consumption and supply volumes on an hourly basis.

An appropriate combination of storage space and deliverability allows the customer to better

manage acquiring supply and helps avoid the intra-day gas markets and the price volatility

that can arise.

A Union firm Rate T2 customer avoids the impacts related to a non-bumping pipeline as

consumption is not required to be nominated.

Customers receive high levels of security of supply and reliability by being connected to an

integrated distribution system with a large number of pipeline interconnections.

X

The benefits of Rate T2 service described above provide customers with the flexibility to operate

their facilities in an efficient manner. These service attributes, combined with a competitive rate,

result in a Rate T2 offering that is highly valued by both existing (including seven electricity

generators) and potential customers. The Rate T2 service meets the needs of electricity generators in

a flexible and economic manner and is a robust service offering that effectively mitigates any

perceived need for a customer to bypass the local distribution system.

4. Specilic Servíces Offered to GreenJield South

Firm and Interruptible Rate T2 Service

When developing the service proposal for Greenfield South, Union initially considered options that

would allow it to provide firm service. The two options Union considered were a connection to the
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SERVICE BY UNION TO GREENFIELD _ SARNIA INDUSTRIAL LINE VS.
VECTOR CONNECTIO
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In Union's view, natural gas service interruptions in Enbridge's Central Delivery Area as set out in

Greenfìeld South's Supplementary evidence at Appendix 3l is not a basis upon which to estimate

interruptions of service on Union's Sarnia Industrial Line.

6. Servíce by Union to GreenJìeld Sourh - Sørnia Industríal Líne vs, Vector Connectíon

It is Union's view that firm or interruptible services provided through a connection to the Sarnia

Industrial Line system will best meet the needs of Greenfield South. It is also Union's view that

there is no material cost difference between Union providing service to Greenfield South through a

connection to the Sarnia Industrial Line system versus a connection to Vector.

Union estimates the total capital cost of a connection to Vector to be between $5.2 million and $5.4

million. This estimated capital cost includes a customer station containing telemetry, boilers,

odourant system, filters, meters, heat exchangers and regulators as well as 50 metres of NPS 8 to

connect the NPS 42Yector Pipeline to a customer station. This compares to a $6.0 million capital

cost estimate for a similar connection to the Sarnia Industrial Line system.

Further, the location of the proposed electricity generating facilities is approximately the same

distance from the Vector Pipeline as from Union's Sarnia Industrial Line system. According to

Greenfield South's CPCN application, the total capital cost of the GEPP Natural Gas Utilization

System from the Vector Tap to the related metering facilities near the power plant is estimated to be

$500,000. Union's capital cost estimate to serve Greenfield South includes both the pipeline and

station works and all gas handling work required to tap into existing pipelines as well as all design,

construction, quality assurance and internal costs to meet all codes, regulations and company

standards. Union has recent experience constructing related gas works in the Sarnia area that helps

validate its cost estimates.

Costs identified in Greenfield South's application cannot be compared to Union's cost estimates

without a detailed understanding of their scope of work, detailed design and schedule. However,

given the nature of the facilities required to serve Greenfield South, it is unlikely there will be any
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material difference in capital cost for required facilities whether constructed by Union or Greenfield

South.

4 V/ith respect to credit requirements, as indicated above, Union requires a letter of credit from

5 Greenfield South equivalent to the capital cost of the project. This level of credit is required because

6 Greenfield South is not rated. Union has reviewed the credit requirements of Vector and has

7 concluded that a similar level of credit would be required of Greenfield South by Vector for

8 comparable capital costs.
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Accordingly, there is no cost basis either from a rate perspective or credit requirement perspective on

which to differentiate service or to justify bypass of Union's distribution system. In fact, if Union

were to construct facilities to connect to Vector and Greenfield South delivered gas to Union at that

interconnection, the services provided by Union would be comparable and competitive to any service

offered by Vector.

D COMPETENCE OF GREENFIELD SOUTH AS BUILDER / OPERATOR

The Board has a responsibility to ensure applicants have the financial and operational ability to build

and operate proposed facilities in a safe and reliable manner. In its application, Greenfield South

indicates that it intends to draw on an affiliate's (Eastern Power) significant experience in the

construction and operation of large-scale power generation facilities. However, Greenfield South has

not submitted evidence on its capabilities to build and operate the natural gas service pipeline as well

ãs procure and manage the supply of the gas to the generation plant.

To operate the GEPP, Greenfield South will require a natural gas system to deliver natural gas from

the natural gas supply point to the generating plant. The proposed GEPP Natural Gas Utilization

System includes a NPS 8 high pressure steel pipeline connected to the Vector pipeline. This pipeline

will run underground for approximately 450 meters and connect to a metering and pressure reduction

station. From that point, it will connect to and service the GEPP facilities through various works and

facilities, including: (l) a high pressure branch to feed the gas turbine via a fuel conditioning skid; (2)
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E. IMPLICATIONS OF BYPASS
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I Duplication of Facilities

2 Union's integrated system has been designed to provide Union and its customers with flexible supply

3 options' Union has interconnections to TCPL, Vector, St. Clair, Panhandle, and Bluewater which

4 allow Union and its customers to access different supply sources as well as Michigan storage.

5

6 In making these connections, Union has assumed that it is reasonable to expect that it will serve all

7 incremental loads in its franchised service areas. As a result, these connections have been made with
8 a view to meeting the needs of customers like Greenfierd South.
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Based on the above, and acknowledging that there is no existing pipeline to the proposed Greenfield

South facility, Union submits that there will be duplication of Union's facilities. Any pipeline built
by Greenfield South will duplicate facilities Union has as part of its integrated system. Greenfield

South's current proposal to connect to Vector will immediately result in duplication of Union's own

interconnection with Vector.

Expectation to Provide Service

It is reasonable for a gas distributor to expect that it will serve all incremental loads within the areas

for which it has a franchise agreement and Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. Union's

expectation is consistent with the regulatory precedent established in prior Board decisions related to

postage stamp rates and bypass. The facilities for the distribution of natural gas in Ontario have been

developed by the Board on the basis that it is in the public interest to provide utilities under the

Board's regulation with the exclusive right to deliver natural gas to end-users within defìned

franchised service areas, unless there are exceptional circumstances. The assurance that the LDC will
have the relatively exclusive right to serve customers both large and small, whether close to or far

away from transmission lines, allows the LDC to invest capital in its system and to expand it
rationally, with confidence that loads will develop more or less in line with population growth and

industrial development and will remain on the system into the foreseeable future.
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I Nepat Effects on ion and its

2 In Union's view, Greenfìeld South's proposed bypass pipeline is an incremental load and there is a

3 duplication of facilities and a negative effect on Union and its ratepayers. As is noted in the Board's
4 E.B.R.o. 477 Decision with Reasons (paragraph 5.030), rhe Board found that:

5 "There have been submissions made that there is no cost shiftingwhere the customer is

6 incremental. The Board does not agree. In the Board's view, where the load is incremental there

7 is notional cost shifting .... "
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Notionalcost shifting refers to the impact on existing ratepayers as a result of the bypasser not taking
service at the posted rate or at a rate that is less than the class rate. In the case of Greenfield South,

the physical bypass of Union's system will result in foregone benefìts to all existing and future
ratepayers. As a result, Union's ct.rstomers, including existing electricity generators currently taking
service under Rate T2, will pay a higher rate than they otherwise would. Union does not view this

foregone benefit shift to be in the public interest or consistent with established principles of rate

design,

In addition to notional cost shifting, Union is concerned that, if the Board endorses bypass in the

Province of Ontario, the potentialexists for a number of existing customers to seek similar relief to
that sought by Greenfield South. That is, customers located in close proximity to natural gas

transmission facilities will take advantage of their location while other customers that have not had

the good fortune to locate next to transmission facilities will continue to take service from the LDC at

higher cost.

Union has estimated the potential annual margin loss to Union and its ratepayers with respect to its
existing customers atS26 million (based on forecast 2014 volumes and revenues) should the Board

endorse bypass and customers in the Sarnia area and Northern non-utility generators bypass Union.
The actual impact on Union and its ratepayers will depend on the extent to which existing customers

seek physical bypass. This analysis does not take account ofthe foregone revenue from new

customers who are granted physical bypass rights. The majority of the lost margin would be

recovered from general service customers (residential, commercial and small industrial).
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I No Cross-Subsid)¡ of Union Ratepa),ers by Greenfield South

2 The Board has previously clearly stated (E.B.R.O. 477,Decision with Reasons, paragraph 5.0.36)

3 that payment above incremental costs is a contribution to the integrity of the gas distribution system

4 and thatthis contribution is the price of preserving an integrated structure that is reflective of the

5 broad public interest.
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Greenfield South has indicated that the Generating Facilities would be uneconomic if it was served

using the T2 rate schedule. Union notes that in its E.B.R .O. 471(Canadian Forest products) Decision

with Reasons dated August 27, l99l at paragraph 4.0.6, the Board stated that one of the serious and

complicated questions for the Board, which simultaneously imposes a substantial burden of proof on

an applicant is: "Is the applicant under some economic threat, or is it simply able to bypass

economically?"

In proposing to physically bypass Union's system, Greenfield South is requesting special treatment

that is akin to them receiving a subsidy from other ratepayers. If Union provides service to the

electricity generation station, Union will be serving an economic load that will produce net benefits

over the life of the project for all of Union's customers, including all existing and future electric

generators. If the bypass proposed by Greenfield South is approved, other ratepayers will be

precluded from receiving these benefits and Greenfield South will be the sole beneficiary.

Union has reviewed Greenfield South's proposed bypass in the context of the principles that have

been enunciated by the Board in prior cases pertaining to bypass. Union has concluded that it would

not be in the public interest for the Board to approve the physical bypass proposed by Greenfield

South. In Union's view, Greenfield South's proposalto physically bypass Union's facilities is

entirely driven by its desire to minimize its costs to increase profit and not by an economic threat.

Union views the notional cost shift associated with the foregone margin that will result if the Board

approves the physical bypass of Union's system as inappropriate. All of Union's existing and future

customers will pay more than they otherwise would have if bypass is approved.
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Further, any decision that results in an increase in physical bypass will need to be factored into

Union's rate-making framework. Specifically, gas distributors will need a means to recover margin

losses associated with customers selecting physical bypass.

ry) IMPACT ON UNION'S OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

7 Since Greenfield South would be an interruptible customer if they connected to Union, there would
8 not be any impacts of the overall efficiency of Union's Sarnia Industrial Line system.
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Impacts to Union's system by Greenfield South receiving service directly from Vector pipeline could

occur at Dawn if Union was required to provide a firm Dawn to Dawn-Vector service. There is

currently no capacity available for this service and Union would have to build new facilities.

Given that Greenfield South's interruptible demand would drive little to no system modification /
reinforcement should they connect to the Sarnia Industrial Line, Union and its ratepayers would lose

the opportunity to have a better utilization of an existing asset.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Union Gas believes that there is no cost basis either from a rate perspective or credit
requirementperspective on which to differentiate service orto justify bypass of Union's distribution
system by Greenfield South. Union maintains that being the local distribution utility, Union,s

proposal is in the best interest of the ratepayers and is the preferred solution for delivering the

required natural gas volumes and services to Greenfield South.

Union respectfully requests that the Board not issue an Order granting a Certificate of public

Convenience and Necessity to Greenfield South.
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F. APPLICATION OF BOARD PRECEDENT AND POLICY

Board Precedent

In the Board's decision in EBRO 477,which was an application for a bypass competitive rate

applicable to Cardinal Power of Canada, L.P, , the Board reiterated and expanded on the test

related to public interest considerations in respect of bypass. Cardinal Power was an independent

power producer that was an incremental load. Cardinal Power could credibly bypass the LDC by

interconnecting to TCPL. In the Cardinal Power case the Board found that:

"5.0.38 The Board continues to be guided by the findings in the Bypass Decision
as they pertain generally to bypass application:

L As a general policy, physical bypass of the LDC for the transportation of gas is
available where it is in the public interest.

2.Each application for physical bypass will be considered on the basis of its
individual merits.

3. The Board will rely on a very broad definition of the public interest.

4. The Board encourages ratemaking alternatives to bypass.

5.0.39 On the basis of the fourth principle Centra and the Applicant entered into
negotiations resulting in this Rate Application. In light of the evidence heard in
this proceeding, the Board would augment this last principle to add two other
considerations to better guide both potential applicants for bypass competitive
rates and the utility in this matter:

4. The Board encourages ratemaking alternatives to bypass.

a) Class ratemaking techniques are to be explored.

b) A customer specific rate should be considered only as a last resort."

In Cardinal, the Board rejected the application even though Cardinal Power was a credible

bypass candidate. The application was rejected since the underlying reason for the bypass was

economic gain only.

The Board has found that in the case of a physical bypass or for a bypass competitive rate the

consideration by the Board is the same. Both have to be considered in the public interest. In this

regard the Board stated in EBRO 471 (Canadian Pacific Forest Products):

1229-2112 18682778.5
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4.0.7 The Board considers the approval of a bypass rate to be a serious issue. This
is not just a discount program available to large customers, it is a cost shiftingrate
with public interest impacts which the Board must find is justified beyond the
worthy but narrow concerns of an individual applicant.

4.0.8 An applicant for a bypass rate must therefore convince the Board that it is
seeking more than just a cost reduction. Bypass rates are beyond the ordinary and
the applicant must show that its circumstances are also extraordinary.

these same concerns would be ln

circumstances. an appropriate bypass rate is preferable to an actual bypass.
(emphasis addedl

In Cardinal, at para 5.0.22, the Board found: "the public interest is an overriding consideration in

an application by a customer (either existing or incremental)" The Board must weigh all the

interests to determine whether the approval of the application, on balance, is in the public

interest.

In the current case, the Board must consider whether to reject Greenfield's request for a

certificate such that Greenfield will be served under a postage stamp rate and rate class proposed

by Union.

As stated by the Board in Cardinal " the Board has found in past decisions that postage stamp

rates serve the public interest." (para5.0.24). The Board quoted it's decision in CP Forest

decision:

"5.0.24 The Board has found in past decisions that postage stamp rates serve the
public interest. The Board discussed the concept of postage stamp rates in the T-
Rates Decision and stated in the CP Forest Decision that:

'Postage stamp rates within each class of customers are the
accepted norm in Ontario and the Board will not depart from this
principle in favour of distance related rates unless there are valid
and compelling reasons to do so.'

The Board in the CP Forest Decision identified this concept of postage stamp
rates as being one of the key principles in deciding if the public interest is best
met by approving a bypass competitive rate for an individual customer."

In Cardinal, the Board went on to state:

n229-2ll2 t8682778.5
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*5.0.25 In addition to postage stamp rates, the rate structure in Ontario is based
on the principle of class ratemaking, where customers with common
characteristics are grouped together and treated similarly. The granting of a
bypass competitive rate marks a departure from this principle."

Based on these aspects, the Board in Cardinal very clearly stated the following proposition

"5.0.26 Class ratemaking and postage stamp rates are the accepted rule in
Ontario. There are exceptions to the rule; but these were approved only after due
consideration and an examination of the facts and circumstances surrounding the
request for the exception and the public interest. There is a burden of proof on an

special rate. Since a bypass competitive rate is a special rate, an applicant must
address both the orivate and public interest considerations (the former beine a
subset of the latter), for in the end, the application is granted on public. not
private. interest erounds." (emphasis added)

On the public interest criteria the Board stated

"5.0.28 The Board did discuss, however, public interest criteria in more detail in
both the Northland and CP Forest Decisions. In the Northland Decision the Board
found the applicant not to be a credible bypass candidate, and although it was not
necessary to deal with public interest considerations, it did go on to expound on
some of those that it considered relevant. The Board indicated that an applicant

the Board to depart from the traditional postase stamp rates. The Board stated that
there was a heavv onus on an applicant to satisfy the Board that such a rate was an
appropriate response to the applicant's "problem" . The Board was of the víew that
íncreased profit was not a compellíng reason. This was tlte lírst tíme that the
requìrementfor the transportatíon servìce was íncremental, and therefore, there
was no concern over a duplication of facilities." (emphasis added)

Based upon the foregoing, the applicant has to show a valid and compelling reason that is more

than a simple cost reduction.

The Board in Cardinal believed that increased profit or a cost reduction was not a compelling

reason to deviate from postage stamp rates or class rate making.

The Cardinal case is consistent with the Board's findings in the Greenfield Energy Centre

Bypass case. (RP - 2005 - 0022) In that case the Board noted:

n229-2n2 t8682778 5
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"[n other words, GEC's evidence is that the key concern it has with Union's Tl
service is that it impedes access to competitive upstream services, especially
storage and load balancing services." (p, 33)

At page 27 of the GEC Bypass case, the Board was clear as to its rationale for approving the

Bypass, The Board stated:

"Specihcally... the Board concludes that it is in the public interest to allow GEC
the opportunity to bypass Union's distribution service because the Board is not
convinced that Union's distribution service, as presently structured, provides GEC
with the control, flexibility and access to competitive upstream services that GEC
requires'."

The Board stated further at P. 31:

"The Board continues to support the principle of postage stamp rates, but does not
conclude that the approval of GEC's application would undermine that principle.
An important foundation for postage stamp rates is the appropriate determination
of a class and the accurate allocation of costs to that class. An equally important
consideration is that customers should be entitled to receive the services they
require and the tariff should reflect those services appropriately."

As anticipated by the Board in the GEC Decision, this circumstance has been remedied by

NGEIR. Competitive upstream services are available whether Greenfield is served by Union or

Vector. Consistent with the board's decision in Cardinal, GEC was able to demonstrate a reason

for abandoning postage stamp rates other than cost reduction or economic gain.

The facts in the current application are directly analogous to those in Cardinal. Similar to

Cardinal Power, Greenheld has presented no fact or reason other than a cost reduction to deviate

from postage stamp rates. Upstream services are available whether served by Union or Vector.

The nature and quality of the service provided by Vector and Union are similar. In fact, even

with respect to costs, Union submits that its T2 interruptible service is a similar or lower cost

given the storage requirements of Greenfield when connected to Vector and provided at market

rates.

The Board's decision in the current application is very important. If the board concludes that the

certificate should be granted and Greenfield is entitled to bypass on the basis of the facts of this

l|229-2112 t8682778 s
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case, the Board is effectively departing from the notion the postage stamp rates are in the public

interest. It would in effect be stating that if a connecting load can show a lower cost by pursuing

bypass, then that customer is able to avoid postage stamp rates and convenience of location is the

determining factor.

However, this is not the intended policy of the Board and as such Greenfield's certificate request

should be denied.

n229-2r12 18682778.5
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Application

1.1.1 Cardinal Power of Canada, L.P. ("Cardinal Power" or "the Applicant") filed an application dated

February 10,1992, as amended on August 28,1992 ("the Rate Application"), with the Ontario

Energy Board ("the Board") under section 19 [12JF7-0:130] of the Ontario Energy Board Act

("the Act"). The Applicant requested an order fixing or approving a just and reasonable rate for
the transportation of gas by Centra Gas Ontario Inc. ("Centra") from the hansmission system of
TransCanada Pipelines Limited ("TCPL") to a cogeneration facility to be owned and operated

by Cardinal Power in the Village of Cardinal. The Rate Application was an altemative to three

otlrer applications datedFebruary 10,lgg2underthe Act and the Municipal Franchises Act (Board

File Nos. E.B.L.O. 242,8.8.C.198 and E,B.A. 627) that sought to give authority to Cardinal

Power to construct and operate its own pipeline ("the Pipeline Application").

1rl.2 The Applicant's evidence in this matter consisted of material filed both with the Rate Application
and with the Pipeline Application (including the responses to interrogatories). Centra filed evi-

dence in support of the Rate Application, and both the Applicant and Centra jointly sponsored an

expert witness, whose evidence was filed in January, 1993.

Was page I 9

l0

lt

t2

Was pâge 2 l3

1.2 The Hearing

L2.l By a Notice of Hearing dated February 9,1993,the Board appointed February 23,1993 for the

coÍtmencement of the hearing. The hearing lasted for four days, not including the procedural day

to hear motions on February 15.

1.2.2 The following is a list of the parties and their representattves:

l4

l5

6

Cardinal Power

Centra

Board Staff

Industrial Gas Users Association ("IGUA")

Northland Power ("Northland")

Lawrence Smith

Peter Budd

Michael Penny

John Campion

Peter Thompson

Dan Sinclair

DoclD:oeb: 12KKQ-O



The Consumers'Gas Company Ltd.

("Consumers Gas")

Destec Energy Canada ("Destec")

Independent Power Producers Society of Ontario

Union Gas Limited

Barbara Bodman

Michael Meacher

Tom Brett

Michael Verwegan

I .2.3 The following witnesses testified on behalf of the Applicant:

Michael Crough Vice-President, Business

Development, Sithe Energies, Inc.

Robert Thompson Project Development Manager,

Husþ Oil Ltd.

I.2.4 The following witness testified on behalf of the Applicant and Centra

Malcolm Jackson President, Financial Regulatory
Consultants of Canada

1.2.5 The following Centra employees testified on behalf of Centra:

Keith Bryan Manager, Regulatory Projects and

Research

Patrick Hoey Manager, Regulatory Affairs

1.2.6 The following witness testified on behalf of IGUA

Ted Bjerkelund

Waspage3 l7

t8

l9

2l
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20
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1.2.7 The Applicant delivered oral argument on February 26,1993 and Centra filed written argument

on March 3. Board Staft IGUA and Northland filed their written arguments on March 1 0 and both

the Applicant and Centra filed reply argument on March 15, 1993.

1.2.8 Copies of the prefiled evidence and exhibits in this proceeding, together with a verbatim transcript,

are available for public examination at the Board's offices. The Board has considered all the evi-

dence, submissions and arguments presented in this proceeding. The following is a summary of
the evidence and positions necessary to clariff the issues.

25

26
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2 BYPASS GOMPETITIVE RATE

2.0J The Board reviewed the following Board decisions on bypass, and relative to that, bypass compet-
itive rates:

the Bypass Decision under Board File Nos. E.B.R.O. 4 1 0-I, 4 1 1-I, 4 1 2-I (dated December
12, t986);

the T-Rates Decision under Board File Nos. E.B,R.O. 410-II, 4ll-II,4l2-II (dated March
23, 1987);

the decisions dealing with applications for a bypass competitive rate

E.8.R.O.435 - Cyanamid (dated July 9,1987);

- Nitrochem (dated May 20, 1988);

- Algoma and Domtar (dated May 20, 1988);

- C-I-L (dated December l, 1989);

- Northland (dated May 24,1990);

- Algoma (dated May 22,1991); and

- CP Forest (dated August27, l99l);

E.B.R.O.430-28

E.B.R.O.41l-III et al.

E.B.R.O.457

Was page 6 33

the Decision dealing with Centra's proposed cogeneration rate class under Board File No
E.B.R.O. 467 (datedMay 22,1991).

2.0.2 Based on a reading of these decisions, it appears that a th¡ee-part test has evolved for the purpose
of assessing an application for a bypass competitive rate.

Ql. Is the applicant for a bypass competitive rate a credible candidate for a bypass?

Q2. Is it in the public interest to grant a bypass competitive rate?

Q3. Is the proposed ratejust and reasonable?

a

Was page 5 27

lt

28

29

30

34

l5

36

32

8.8.R.O.458

E.B.R.O.46l

E.B.R.O.47l

a
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2.0.3 The Board views the answer to this first question as fundamental to an application for a bypass corn-
petitive rate. The notion of credibility suggests that to justify an action that goes against the norm
(i.e., class ratemaking and postage stamp rates l; th".e must be a th¡eat that the system may lose the
existing or a ne\ry load because the customer may go out of business, use a substitute for natural gas,

or physically bypass the local distribution system entirely by building its own pipeline. If the cus-
tomer-applicant is not a credible bypass candidate, then there is no th¡eat of loss and, therefore, no

competitive justification for the rate. On the other hand, if the applicant is credible, there rnay be

both a threat of loss to the system and the justification for a bypass competitive rate.

2.0.4 The Board notes that an applicant that establishes itself as a credible bypass candidate cannot be

assured that a bypass competitive rate will be subsequently approved. All rates, including bypass
competitive rates, must, generally, be in the public interest and, specifically, be just and reasonable.
In the same way, an applicant that establishes itself as a credible bypass candidate in an application
for a bypass competitive rate is not automatically guaranteed that approval would be forthcoming
in an application for a physical bypass. The Board must be satisfied that a bypass meets a number
of concerns (eg., landowner and environmental interests), as well as being in the public interest.

2.0.5 In this Decision, the Board does not approve a bypass competitive rate for Cardinal Power uïi'fJ*" 
t oo

Applicant did not pass the three-part test. Although Cardinal Power may be a credible bypass can-
didate (Q1), the Board is not satisfied that it is in the public interest to grant this special rate to the
Applicant under the circumstances (Q2). Because approval is not being granted, there is no need to
address the appropriateness ofthe proposed rate (Q3).

Was page 8 4l

Blank page

I Postage stamp rates are uniform in a specified area and are charged on a volumetric basis regardless ofdistance.

39
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3 BACKGROUND

3.0.1 Cardinal Power is a limited partnership between Husky Oil Limited of Calgary, Alberta ("Husky
Oil") and SitheÆnergies of New York, New York. It was formed to design, construct, own and

operate a cogeneration plant located at the Canada Starch Company ("CASCO)" in Cardinal,

Ontario. The Village of Cardinal is located near Cornwall and is presently served by Centra.

44

3 .0.2 The capital cost to construct the cogeneration facility is estimated to be $ 170 million. The debt corn-
ponent of Cardinal Power's capital structure is estimated to be 85 percent (as amended from the

original 80 percent). Construction financing for the project was completed on September 30,1992
and will be converted to term financing when construction is completed. Term financing is condi-
tional upon economic forecasts that will yield a cash flow providing adequate coverage for the pay-
ment of interest and principal over the term of the loan. The financing is non-recourse debt
financing, namely, the lenders have no recourse to the sponsors of the project. As of January 1993

the Applicant had spent $36 million on the project.

Was page l0 45

3.0.3 At the time of the hearing, the construction of the cogeneration plant had commenced; it is expected

to be in commercial operation by July 1994. The cogeneration plant is forecast to produce 1 50 meg-

awatts of elechicity for sale to Ontario Hydro and 65,000 pounds per hour of steam for CASCO's

use in processing. The cogeneration plant will displace some gas load currently delivered to

CASCO by Centra.

3.0.4 Cardinal Power has a 20 year Power Sale Agreement with Ontario Hydro for the sale of its electric-
ity, which is its primary revenue source, and a steam sale agreement with CASCO. The agreement

with Ontario Hydro includes levelizers that smooth out the revenue payments from Ontario Hydro.
Under these anangements, "the point of greatest project vulnerability" will occur approximately ten
years after the plant is operational.

3.0.5 Cardinal Power will purchase natural gas for its use at the cogeneration plant frorn Husky Oil and

Husky Oil has arranged transportation service with TCPL. The gas purchase agreement provides

for a natural gas supply warranted by Husþ Oil and the gas price is directly (and directionally)
linked to changes in the price that the Applicant receives from Ontario Hydro under the Power Sale

Agreement.

3.0.6 A new pipeline between the TCPL transmission line and the cogeneration facility is required to

serve the facility. Initially Cardinal Power made its Pipeline Application to own, build and operate

that pipeline itself. The Rate Application was held in abeyance pending the outcome of the Pipeline

Application, The hearing on the Pipeline Application was scheduled to commence on July 7,1992.
By a letter to the Board dated June 26,1992, Cardinal Power requested that the hearing of the Pipe-
line Application be adjoumed to enable it to proceed with the Rate Application, as the Applicant
had reached a conditional understanding on a bypass competitive rate with Centra.

Waspage ll 49

3.0.7 Centra's large industrial customers are provided firm or combined firm and intemrptible delivery
services under Rate 20. A customer is only eligible for Rate 20 if its total maximum daily require-

43

46
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48
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ment is 28 103m3 or more. The 100

E.B.R.O. 474is$8.30 per 103m3; w load

factor rate would decrease to $7.64 ass

competitive rate, the 100 percent load factor rate

3 .0.8 Cardinal Power and Centra entered into an agreement by a letter dated June 24, 1992 providing for
transportation service to the cogeneration facility. The agreement was based on a minimum annual

volume of 287,000 103m3. The parties agreed to a ten-year term and the rate applicable to the serv-

ice for the primary term of five years.

50

5t

3.0.9 The Applicant proposed a bypass competitive rate of $4.80 per 103m3. Based on the proposed rate,

the annual delivery cost for this gas is about $ I .4 million, compared to the cost of $2.2 million that

would be charged if Cardinal Power was a Rate 20 customer. The bypass competitive rate is higher
than the estimated effective cost of a pipeline constructed, owned and operated by the Applicant.
The estimated cost of transmission un¿èr a physical bypass scenario is $2,03 per 103m3, for a total
annual cost of $583,000. This figure does not include a provision for load balancing costs that may
be required, nor does the proposed bypass competitive rate; Rate 20, however, does include the cost

of load balancing.

Was page 12 52

3.0.10 Following the agreement with Cardinal Power for a special rate, Centra filed an application, dated

August 31,1992, for a leave to construct a pipeline and related facilities in the Village of Cardinal
and the Township of Edwardsburgh, "in the event that Centra and Cardinal Power enter into an

agreement for the distribution of gas by Centra to Cardinal Power as contemplated in the pending
application of Cardinal Power in E.B.R.O. 477". This application has been given Board File No.
8.8.L.O.245.
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4 IS THE APPLICANT A CREDIBLE CANDIDAîË', "

FOR A BYPASS?
Was pagc 13 54

Positions of the Parties

4.0.1 The following submissions were made by the parties to support the credibility of Cardinal Power
to finance, construct, own and operate a pipeline, (i.e., a physical bypass).

Cardinal Power evidenced its intent to physically bypass by filing its Pipeline Application
It submitted that it is prepared to proceed with the Pipeline Application should the Rate

Application be denied.

Cardinal Power had dealt with many of the matters related to the construction of the bypass

pipeline, including land and environmental matters, in the Pipeline Application.

Since there are no existing facilities and, therefore, no duplication of facilities, Cardinal
Power submitted that its status as a credible physical bypass candidate is enhanced.

Was page 14 59

Cenha found the Applicant's estimated cost to construct to be credible.

Cardinal Power has the financial resources to proceed with the construction of the bypass

pipeline.

60

55

56

5'l

58

62

63

64

6l

a

The cogeneration facility is located in close proximity (approximately 6.8 kilometres) to
the TCPL transmission line.

Cardinal Power will be a large volume user (minimum annual volume 287,000 103m3),

operating at a high load factor (approximately 90%).

There is an economic advantage to a physical bypass for Cardinal Power; the costs of serv-

ing itself are lower than Centra's Rate 20, an estimated difference of $ 1.6 million annually.
The estimated difference between the costs of serving itself and the proposed rate is $0.8

million annually.

Husky Oil, one of the partners, as the o\ryner and operator of gas pipelines, has engineering,
technical and construction expertise in pipeline construction and operation.

Husky Oil will also supply the gas to the project. It has secured the necessary arrangements

on the NOVA Corporation of Alberta and TCPL systems.

a
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Cardinal Power is located in close proximity to the United States and to the Iroquois pipe-

line into the United States. The Applicant insinuated that there might be an intemational
physical bypass alternative to Centra's service.

Was page 15 6?

4.0.2 Cardinal Power contended that it filed the Pipeline Application because it believed that the own-

ership and operation of its own line would allow it to control its gas service and gas costs. It argued

that it was pursuing the bypass competitive rate as a compromise, and believed the proposed rate

to be an acceptable middle ground for all parties. Cardinal Power maintained that it has the resolve,

intent and ability to pursue the Pipeline Application if its Rate Application is not approved; it stated

that it "has a very strong economic incentive to pursue bypass options, be it via a rate settlement

or a physical bypass." The Applicant submitted that this would include any international bypass

option. Although it was not the shortest bypass altemative, Cardinal Power claimed that the current

level of Rate 20 provided considerable latitude to consider the more expensive international

option.

4.0.3 There was very little disagreement amongst the parties as to the credibility of the Applicant to
frnance, construct, own and operate a pipeline, as described in the Pipeline Application.

Board Findings

The Board finds that Cardinal Power exhibits the necessary characteristics to be considered a cred-

ible physical bypass candidate in that it could, if authority were to be ultimately granted, ftnance,

construct, own and operate a domestic pipeline, which would result in a physical bypass of Cen-

tra, the local distribution company ("LDC"). The Board does not accept, however, the size of the

economic advantage attributed to Cardinal Power serving itself as there has been no testing of the

costs of supplying gas to meet the needs of the cogeneration operation, including load balancing
costs.

68

69

70

4.0.4

4.0.5
Was page l6 7l

Although there was some reference to an intemational physical bypass pipeline under the St. Law-
rence River, this notion was not tested in these proceedings. The Board does not have the evidence

before it to judge an international physical bypass to be a real threat at this time. The Board agrees

with IGUA that if circumstances change and the Applicant has evidence to convince the Board

that it is a credible international bypass candidate, then Cardinal Power could consider reapplying
for rate relief on the basis of costs associated with the international alternative,
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5 IS IT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO GRAN'I*,.Ä,'''
BYPASS GOMPETITIVE RATE?

Positions of the Parties

Cardinal Power

5.0.1 The Applicant maintained that it is in the public interest that the Board approve a bypass compet-
itive rate for Cardinal Power.

5.0.2 Cardinal Power submitted that a gas user is motivated to consider a bypass in order to reduce costs

or to irnprove its situation. It explained that the motivation behind the Rate and Pipeline Applica-
tions is to keep costs down and economic risk under control. In its attempt to achieve that end,

the Applicant further explained that it is assisted in this respect by the presence of a competitive
alternative to the traditional way of hansporting gas, namely, a physical bypass of the LDC. The
Applicant submitted that the merits of the proposed rate should be measured against that compet-
itive alternative, namely, that Cardinal Power would not be on the Centra system. The Applicant
argued that its resolve, intent and ability to pursue bypass options are evidence of a real possibility
that Centra could lose the Cardinal Power load. The Applicant submitted that as long as it is paying
Rate 20, there would be an incentive to bypass; "that could happen in year five as easily as it could
happen today." A more moderate solution to the Applicant's problem of cost control and risk rnin-
imization would be a rate that can compete with bypass, namely, the proposed rate, which is the

subject ofthis proceeding,

Was page 18 77

5.0.3 The Applicant defined the real cost of the transportation service that it requires to be about 25 per-
cent of the Rate 20 charge. Although the proposed rate does not solve the Applicant's problem in
total by reducing the cost of the service down to the real cost, it explained that a bypass compet-
itive rate does ameliorate the problem.

18

5.0.4 Cardinal Power explained that there are risks attached to the project, and should they occur the
project could be in houble. Because its revenue stream is fixed, it described why it is necessary to

look at the cost-side of the project to build in protections. It submitted that its economic need to

control costs and minimize risk by obtaining more competitively priced hansportation affange-
ments would "best position it for long-term viability". When a witness for the Applicant was asked

what was the most compelling reason for approval of the proposed rate, he testified that,

79

[a bypass competitive rate] gives the strength, the financial strength, the resilience
for the project that it wouldn't have at the Rate 20 level and that that resilience to
the project give us a little more ability to withstand some of the diffrculties. It
makes a stronger project, it makes it all the more likely that we will endure for the
20 years and deliver the benefits we expect.

'71

14

'15
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5.0.5 The Applicant suggested that any cost above the real cost is an "overcontribution". Using the pro-
posed rate the Applicant submitted that Centra's other ratepayers would benefit by a contribution
from Cardinal Power of approximately $1 million. The 100 percent load factor rate for Rate 20
customers would reduce from $8.30 per 103m3 to $7.76 per 103m3. In addition, there would be

an assurance of a long-term contribution to Centra as there are minimum revenues over the term
of the ten-year contract. On the other hand, if Cardinal Power is not on the system, there will be

no contribution to the Cenha system and no benefits to the system users.

Was page 19 8 I

5.0.6 The Applicant submitted that there is a negative impact on the public interest where there is cost
shifting from an existing customer to other customers. The Applicant argued that because the load
in this instance is incremental, there is no cost shifting, and that because there is no cost shifting,
there is no negative impact to overcome in this case. Cardinal Power suggested that where the load
is incremental the practical onus imposed on an applicant to prove its case is less onerous than
where there is cost shifting. The Applicant also submitted that other customers of Centra will not
bear a real cost if the Applicant does not pay the class rate, as it is not at present paying Rate 20.

Centra

5.0.7 Centra identified six factors that it uses to determine whether or not to enter negotiations with a
customer for a bypass competitive rate: the location of the customer in relation to TCPL; impedi-
ments to construction between the customer and TCPL; the size and characteristics of the cus-
tomer's gas needs; customer access to financial and technical resources necessary to construct the
pipeline; arrangements made to obtain TCPL capacity and load balancing capability; and lastly,
acceptance of the responsibility for the rates application through the regulatory process. The com-
bination of these factors must convince Cenha that it is feasible and economically advantageous
for the customer to build and operate its own pipeline instead of using the Centra system. The cus-
tomer must also provide engineering data and cost information relating to the physical bypass;

Centra uses this information in its determination of the rate. Further, if the customer is a cogenera-
tion customer, Centra requires that there be a signed power purchase contract with Ontario Hydro
that has received Lieutenant Governor in Council approval. Centra submitted that the physical
bypass alternative is to be assessed on the basis of the economics of the bypass pipeline, not on
the basis of the econornics of the entire project.

Was page 20 84

5.0.8 Based on the above considerations, Centra entered into negotiations with Cardinal Power. It sub-
mitted that it believed there was a "very real risk" that the Applicant would be lost as a custorner
on the system as the posted rates were higher than the costs to Cardinal Power of serving itself,
and the loss was considered to be "a very serious threat to our business". Therefore, Centra fol-
lowed Board dictates from past decisions to look at ratemaking solutions to bypass, and negotiated
the proposed rate.

85

5,0.9 Since the proposed rate will exceed the incremental cost to Centra of serving the Applicant, Centra
argued that it and its customers will be significantly better off with Cardinal Power on the system
paying the bypass competitive rate than off the system and making no contribution to the system.
Further, if Centra builds the pipeline there are four potential customers who could be added imme-

diately and security of supply to existing customers will be enhanced. Centra submitted there is no

shifting of costs because the load is incremental. Centra explained that the proposed rate includes

82
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a conhibution to operating, maintenance and administration costs, which will work to the benefit
of other Rate 20 customers. In addition, the rate is a demand charge, which is fixed regardless if

the volumes actually taken are lower than the forecast amount. This represents an ensured revenue
stream for Cenha for ten years. If the system is bypassed, Centra submitted that these benefits
would not accrue and there would be detrimental effects: the deliveries to CASCO would be lost
and there would be no margin from Cardinal Power to replace this lost portion of the CASCO load;
there would be no contribution from Cardinal Power to the system as a whole; and the Rate 20
charge would not decrease. For all these reasons, Centra submitted that a bypass competitive rate

for Cardinal Power is in Centra's interests and the interests of its customers.

Waspage2l 8ó

Board Staff

5.0.10 Board Staff could not identifu any economic hardship being endured by the Applicant. In fact, as

pointed out by Boa¡d Staff, Cardinal Power testified that it used Rate 20 in its economic analyses

that supported the project, including those relating to long-term prohtability, and met its hurdle
rate of profitability using Rate 20. The Applicant stated that the project is economically feasible
and it will proceed with or without Rate 20. Board Staff also could not find any evidence of com-
petitive pressures in the Applicant's market to support a special rate.

88

5.0.11 In Reply, the Applicant maintained that economic hardship is not determinative on its own or rel-
evant in all situations. It argued that the determinative criterion in this instance is "the existence
of a competitive economic alternative to taking service from the LDC and the bypass credibility
of the applicant." Cardinal Power went on to suggest that the utility and its customers now face an

economic threat because of the potential for a physical bypass. The Applicant also maintained that
the economics of a bypass are relevant, and not those applying to the customerrs business. The
Applicant noted that Board Staff ignored the competitive pressures that Cardinal Power could
face on a prospective basis. Moreover, Cardinal Power submitted that it faces strong and signifi-
cant competitive pressures in its need for cost control through both the construction and the oper-
ation phases, and with respect to maintaining its narrow operating margin and debt coverage
subsequent to start-up ofthe operations.

5.0.r2 Board Staff identified Cardinal Power's "problem" as a desire to achieve cost savings. f, up|.'åfäT" 
tn

as if the purpose of the special rate was solely to reduce costs. In Board Staffs estimation the sav-

ings would have a minimal impact on the risk factors influencing future cost control and the

remaining risk is not of sufficient magnitude to justify a departure from the class rate. Board Staff
likened the cost savings to profit enhancement. With respect to concerns regarding the future
financial performance due to the nature of the agreement with Ontario Hydro, decreased margins,
and expected decreases in debt coverage capacity, Board Staff submitted that special treatment
should not be granted at this time "because of uncertain future events, especially when under the
Applicant's own analysis the project will be viable over its 2}-year expected life even assuming
Rate 20."

5.0.13 In Reply, the Applicant asserted that following Board Staffs reasoning would result in the Board
regulating the profit of the utilities' customers under its mandate to set just and reasonable rates

for the utilities. Further, it contended that this line of reasoning is similar to that on economic
hardship, which it submitted is neither relevant nor probative.

87
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5.0.14 Board Staff submitted that the principle of utility regulation in Ontario rests on postage ,rÏriìff*" 
t' n'

rates and such rates reflect the overall public interest. Board Staff argued that the answer to the

public interest question depends on whether Cardinal Power has presented appropriate and cotn-
pelling reasons to deviate from postage stamp rates. Board Staff submitted that Cardinal Power
did not provide reasons to warrant a deviation, and, therefore, a bypass competitive rate for Car-
dinal Power was not in the public interest. In Reply, Cardinal Power indicated that the existence

of a competitive alternative to the LDC is the reason for the Rate Application. Further, it main-
tained that there is no evidence that the Applicant would become a "committed" user of the Centra

system if the proposed rate was not approved, and so there is the possibility that the entire contri-
bution to other customers could be lost.

5.0.15 Board Staff submitted that the fact that the Applicant is an incremental customer is not relevant.
In Board Staff s view, the principles for eligibility should be the same for existing and incremental
customers, otherwise inappropriate intergenerational discrimination would result. The Applicant
did not disagree with Board Staffs position. In its Reply, however, the Applicant suggested that it
might be easier for an incremental customer to satisfu the public interest considerations for a

bypass competitive rate than for an existing customer. Further, it submitted that if the same rules

are applied to existing and incremental customers and intergenerational discrirnination results,

then intergenerational discrimination would be appropriate. Moreover, Cardinal Power argued that
arguments on intergenerational discrimination should be based on evidence in the proceeding, of
which, it suggested, there was none.

rilas page 24

5.0.16 Board Staff disagreed with the Applicant's designation of the payment of Rate 20 being above the

"real cost" as an "overcontribution". Board Staff submitted that any person who pays less than the

class rate is in fact "undercontributing" to the system.

IGUA

5.0.17 IGUA submitted that authority to construct and operate a bypass pipeline or the approval of a spe-

cial bypass competitive rate should be granted "very sparingly" and should be the "regulatory
choice of last resort". IGUA submitted that the evidence surrounding the key principles enunciated

in the CP Forest Decision - class ratemaking is preferable and public interest considerations - lead

to the conclusion that it is not in the public interest to grant a special rate to Cardinal Power.

96

5.0.18 With respect to private interest facts, IGUA agreed that there will be savings, but these are not
significant, amounting to about two percent of the Applicant's total annual cost of operations.

IGUA argued that a special rate does little to assist the Applicant in conholling its overall costs,

Also a special rate is notneededto justiff the economic feasibility of the cogenerationproject since

Cardinal Power has a 20-year power sale agreement and non-recourse debt financing based on

Rate 20.

5.0.19 In its discussion of public interest considerations,IGUA addressed: the non-distinguishing fea-

tures of Cardinal Power compared to other customers of Centra; the lack of economic threat; cost

shifting implications; the economic feasibility and long-term competitiveness of Cardinal Power;

estimated retums to project sponsors; industrial development; special rates as a surrogate for a

92
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competitive delivery system; and implications for other customers. IGUA submitted that there is

no real likelihood that the project will not proceed if the proposed rate is not approved nor that the

Applicant will decline to take service from Centra.

Was page 25 98

Northland

5.0.20 Northland submitted that the test for a bypass competitive rate should be whether the applicant

will conhibute more toward the utility's revenue requirement than would be the case if it left or

refused to join the system as a Rate 20 customer. Because Centra would receive $ I million of
revenue through the proposed rate when compared to the bypass alternative, Northland argued that

Cardinal Power passed the test and the Rate Application should be approved.

Board Findings

5.0.2I Having found the Applicant to be a credible bypass candidate, then the second question must be

dealt with: Is it in the public interest to grant a bypass competitive rate? It may well be that the

construction of a bypass pipeline, and thus, the approval of a bypass competitive rate, would be

in the Applicant's private economic interest. But would a bypass competitive rate, the subject of
this Decision, be in the public interest?

102

5.0.22 The public interest is an overriding consideration in an application by a customer (either existing
or incremental) for a special rate. The Board must weigh all interests to determine whether the

approval of the application, on balance, is in the public interest. An application for a bypass corn-

petitive rate will be approved only if such a rate is found by the Board to be in the public interest.

5.0.23 Public interest is a fluid concept and its application as a legal standard depends on the iuliåri¿" 't'
the circumstances existing at the time of the application. It is not possible to compile a list of all
the criteria that might make up the public interest from time to time. The question of public inter-
est is not a question of fact, but it is a question ofjudgement based on the facts and circumstances

before the Board. Since facts and circumstances change from case to case, so will the depiction of
the public interest.

t04

5 .0.24 The Board has found in past decisions that postage stamp rates serve the public interest. The Board

discussed the concept of postage stamp rates in the T-Rates Decision and stated in the CP Forest

Decision that:

t05

Postage stamp rates within each class of customers are the accepted norm in Ontario and

the Board will not depart from this principle in favour of distance related rates unless there

are valid and compelling reasons to do so.

The Board in the CP Forest Decision identified this concept of postage stamp rates as being one

of the key principles in deciding if the public interest is best met by approving a bypass competitive
rate for an individual customer.

99
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5 .0.25 In addition to postage stamp rates, the rate structure in Ontario is based on the principle of class

ratemaking, where customers with common characteristics are grouped together and treated sirn-

ilarly.The granting of a bypass competitive rate marks a departure from this principle.

rrVas page 27 108

5.0.26 Class ratemaking and postage stamp rates are the accepted rule in Ontario. There are exceptions
to the rule; but these were approved only after due consideration and an examination of the facts

and circumstances surrounding the request for the exception and the public interest. There is a
burden of proof on an applicant to show why it should be outside the class rate system and obtain
a special rate. Since a bypass competitive rate is a special rate, an applicant must address both the

private and public interest considerations (the former being a subset of the latter), for in the end,

the application is granted onpublic, notprivate, interest grounds.

5.0.27 There was a suggestion by Cardinal Power in this proceeding that it would be unjust, unreasonable

and unduly discriminatory to deny the Rate Application given the decisions in C-I-L and Nitro-
chem. Although the Board notes that in those cases the bypass competitive rates were found to be

in the public interest, the public interest considerations used by the Board to arrive at its conclu-

sions were not set out in any definitive way in the reasons for the decisions.

0

s.0.28 The Board did discuss, however, public interest criteria in more detail in both the Northland and

CP Forest Decisions. In the Northland Decision the Board found the applicant not to be a credible

bypass candidate, and although it was not necessary to deal with public interest considerations, it
did go on to expound on some of those that it considered relevant. The Board indicated that an

applicant for a bypass competitive rate would need valid, compelling reasons to persuade the
Board to depart from the traditional postage stamp rates. The Board stated that there was a heavy
onus on an applicant to satisff the Board that such a rate was an appropriate response to the appli-
cant's "problem". The Board was of the view that increased profit was not a compelling reason,

This was the first time that the requirement for the hansportation service was incremental, and

therefore, there was no concem over a duplication of facilities.

Was page 28 1 ll
5.0.29 The Board in the CP Forest Decision was quite detailed as to the public interest criteria it viewed

as relevant in that case. The Board regarded the approval of a bypass competitive rate as a serious

issue and termed such a rate as being "beyond the ordinary." The Board determined that an appli-
cant has an onus to demonstrate an "extraordinary reason", an economic justification, for the rate.

The Board wanted to be satisfied that the rate was the appropriate response to the applicant's "prob-
lem". In this regard, the Board specifically referred to a notion of "economic threat" on the part of
the applicant (i.e., its economic viability) and to the threat of load disappearing from the system

(i.e., lost revenue to the utility). In the Board's view, the applicant had to show a valid and corr-
pelling reason that is more than "a simple cost reduction" to justif, a depaúure from postage stamp

rates. Where costs savings are the reason for the application, the Board indicated that it wanted

to see the magnitude of the saving in relation to the goal of reducing costs and to the total annual

cost of operations. It also indicated that the cost shifting consequences of granting a bypass com-

petitive rate had to be justified since the granting of a bypass competitive rate would result in bur-
dening other customers with extra costs. In the CP Forest case, the Board found no economic
threat nor any real danger that the system would lose the load. It also considered the shifting of
costs (CP Forest being an existing customer) to other customers as a negative impact outweigliing

09
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the benefits to the applicant. The Board found that a bypass competitive rate was not in the public

interest in that case.

s.0.30 There have been submissions made that there is no cost shifting where the custome, i, inJåriåii "'
tal. The Board does not agree. In the Board's view, where the load is incremental there is notional

cost shifting. Assuming Centra is serving Cardinal Power at the special rate, industrial customers

will pay $0.12 per 103m3 more than if Cardinal Power was paying the class rate. That is not to

say that cost shifting is the only determinant of the application. In fact, that is not the case; in the

decisions dealing with Cyanamid, Nitrochem and C-I-L the Board accepted the cost shifting con-

sequences caused by the bypass competitive rate. Cost shifting is only one item that the Board must

consider.

5.0.31 CardinalPowertestifiedthatabypasscompetitiveratewould resultincostsavings,whichwould
reduce its risk exposure, particularly given the nature of its frontloaded contract with Ontario

Hydro. The Board finds that these costs savings enjoyed by the Applicant would result, assuming

that Cardinal Power is on the Centra system, in a reduction of the rate benefits that other Rate 20

customers would obtain by having a large incremental customer joining the class. The Board

regards this circumstance as notional cost shifting. Is this cost shifting a burden? Although it may

not be a burden in the short-term, nor in the classic sense of the word, it certainly skews the sys-

tem, all for the benefit of a private interest, with no obvious counter-balancing public interest ben-

efit.

4

5 .0.32 The characteristics of the Applicant would place it in the Rate 20 class, and Rate 20 is higher than

the requested bypass competitive rate. Is the proposed rate tinfair or unduly discriminatory com-

pared to the rate paid by Rate 20 customers? Assuming that Cardinal Power is on the Centra sys-

tem, other customers would be better off if the Applicant is a Rate 20 customer and they would,

as a class, realize the maximum advantage from the Applicant paying the class rate. There would
be no discrimination amongst Rate 20 customers as all such customers would be heated the same.

Was page 30 I I5

5.0.33 Is the Applicant's reason for the request, its need to improve its risk factors, a valid, compelling

reason? Although the Board acknowledges the Applicant's concern for risk reduction, the Board

is not convinced Cardinal Power's need to reduce its risk exposure at this time is such that the

Board should allow a deparfure from the rule of class ratemaking and postage stamp rates. The

Board does not consider the Applicant as being disadvantaged by being placed in the Rate 20 class

and notes that it presented its financial analysis to its lender on the assumption that Rate 20 was in
effect.

il3

5.0.34 The issue ofbypass is an important one that directly affects the economic well-being of apotential

bypass customer, all other customers on the utility's system, and the system itself. The gas distri-
bution system in Ontario has been treated as an integrated system, and all customers of a utility
have come to expect that they will share in the costs and benefits of that integration. If that is to

change, it should be done on some significant public interest principle sufficient to counterbalance

the expectations of the continuance of an integrated system.

5.0.35 One of the circumstances that the Board took into its consideration in this case is the unique char-

acteristics of the Centra system. First of all, the major industrial customers on the Centra system

il6
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are a significant customer class in terms of their volume compared to the residential custorner

class. Second, many ofthese industrial customers are in close proximify to the TCPL transrnission

lines. These characteristics increase Centra system's vulnerability to bypass.

Waspage3l ll8

5.0.36 As Board Staff pointed out, it is inevitable that rates will be higher than stand-alone costs for some

custorners and lower for others, in that postage stamp rates reflect the average of costs and return

for all the customers of a particular rate class. The Board views the payment above real costs as

a contribution to the integrity of the gas distribution system. This contribution is the price of con-

serving an integrated structure that has been established as reflective of the broad public interest.

il9
5 .0 .37 The granting of a bypass competitive rate is the first step in the erosion of a system based on class

ratemaking and postage stamp rates, a system that has been determined to be in the public interest.

This is not a step that this Board takes lightly. The Board will approve special rates if it is pre-

sented with compelling reasons that would satisff the Board that the special rate would best serve

the public interest. The Board is not convinced that the public interest is best served by granting a

bypass competitive rate to Cardinal Power at this time.

t20

5.0.38 The Board continues to be guided by the findings in the Bypass Decision as they pertain generally

to bypass application:

As a general policy, physical bypass of the LDC for the transportation of gas is available

where it is in the public interest.

Was page 32 122

Each application for physical bypass will be considered on the basis of its individual mer-

its.

3. The Board will rely on a very broad definition of the public interest.

4. The Board encourages ratemaking alternatives to bypass

5.0.39 On the basis of the fourth principle Centra and the Applicant entered into negotiations resulting
in this Rate Application. In light of the evidence heard in this proceeding, the Board would aug-

ment this last principle to add two other considerations to better guide both potential applicants for
bypass competitive rates and the utility in this matter:

t26

4. The Board encourages ratemaking altematives to bypass.

t27

a) Class ratemaking techniques are to be explored.

b) A customer specific rate should be considered only as a last resort.

t21

1

2
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5.0,40 The Board heard that there was a certain level of discontent with the present structure of Rate 20,

and it seemed that Cenha was not dealing with those issues on a timely basis. This posed a

dilemma for the Board as it knew that rejecting the Rate Application would result in placing the

Applicant in Rate 20, a potentially problematic rate class.

5.0.41 The Board has since become aware that Centra recently filed its 1994 rates application, under

Board File No. E.B.R.O. 484, and has included a proposal to create a high volume, high load factor

rate class. If the proposal is accepted by the Board, customers like Cardinal Power may observe

some rate relief. This approach also recognizes the aforementioned principle that class ratemaking

techniques should be examined (and exhausted) before developing a customer specific rate in
addressing potential bypass. The Board only comments that it would have hoped that Centra could

have been more forthcoming about its intent in this regard in this proceeding, and perhaps less

supportive of a deviation from class ratemaking and postage stamp rate principles than it was in
its support of the Rate Application.

Was page 33 l3 I

5.0.42 The Board does not approve a bypass competitive rate for Cardinal Power. In the Board's view

the Applicant did not pass the three-part test. Although Cardinal Power may be a credible bypass

candidate, the Board is not satisfied that it is in the public interest to grant this special rate to the

Applicant under the circumstances.

Was page 34 132

Blank page
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6 COSTS

6.0.1 Section 28 ll2JF7-O:1991 of the Act authorizes the Board to award costs of and incidental to any

proceeding before it, The Board's draft Rules of Practice and Procedure and Cost Award Guide-

lines, as amended effective January l,1993, set out the procedures applicable to cost awards. Costs

may be awarded to an intervenor who the Board believes:

has or represents a substantial interest in the proceeding to the extent that the intervenor

or those it represents will be affected beneficially or adversely by the outcome,

t36

participates reasonably in the proceeding, and

t34

35

t3't

contributes to a better understanding of the issues by the Board

138

6.0.2 IGUA and Northland applied for an award of costs in this proceeding.

Was page 36 t39

Positions of the Parties

6.0.3 IGUA submitted that it participated actively and reasonably in the proceeding. It maintained that

the supplementary responses to interrogatories provided by the Applicant in response to the

Board's disposition of IGUA's motion shortened the time required for the examination and cross-

examination of witnesses from Cardinal Power and Centra. IGUA requested that the Board find

that its participation was reasonable and of assistance to the Board and justifies an award of 100

percent ofits reasonably incurred costs.

t4 t

6.0.4 Northland subrnitted that it is entitled to costs because: it is directly affected by the Rate Applica-

tion; it has a unique contribution to make as it is a Rate 20 customer, a potential physical bypass

or bypass competitive rate candidate, and a competitor of Cardinal Power; its intervention has

been constructive, "as evidenced by its support of the Cardinal Power Application"; and it has con-

ducted its intervention in an efficient and economic manner'

t42

6.0.5 Northland was granted late intervenor status at the outset of the hearing. At that time, Counsel for
Cardinal Power did not object to giving status to the late intervenors (Northland and Destec), but

submitted that they should do so at their own cost. Northland did not object to this submission of
Counsel. In its written argument, however, Northland claimed that the Applicant was penalizing

a late intervenor by its submission advocating the denial of costs. Northland submitted that there

is no linkage between a late intervention and costs, particularly where the late intervention has not

caused prejudice to anyone, including the Applicant, and where there was good reason for the late

intervention.

40
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Was page l7 143

6.0.6 In terms of the assessment of the costs claimed, the Applicant requested that the Assessment

Officer ensure that costs incurred related "to attendances in connection with other simultaneously

held proceedings (such as the Union case, E.B.R. O. 4T 6) be fairly allocated to those proceedings. "

t44

Board Findings

t4s

6.0.7 The Board has considered the submissions and conduct of the cost applicants. The Board is also

cognizant of the financial liability that the Applicant exposes itself to in its efforts to demonstrate

responsible management in a regulated environment. The Board acknowledges the Applicant's

status, as noted in its Reply, as a private entity that has no cost of service over which it may spread

the cost awards arising from the proceeding.

146

6.0.8 IGUA has a substantial interest in this proceeding. IGUA is an association that represents indus-

trial gas users, some of which are served by Centra under Rate 20. Its positions on physical bypass

and bypass competitive rates are well-documented. From the Board's perspective, Counsel for

IGUA positioned IGUA during the hearing as an opponent of bypass and bypass competitive rates.

Although the witness for IGUA admitted that bypass was possible, he testified that he found it
difficult to imagine when it would occur. Further, with respect to bypass competitive rates, he tes-

tified that, although possible, based on IGUA's reading of the CP Forest Decision, such a rate is

not attainable.

t47

6.0.9 In the Board's view time spent advocating general opposition to bypass competitive rates, in light

of the Board's policy that such rates are available, is not time well spent in the hearing and did

nothing to help the Board resolve the meaning and scope of the public interest component of this

application. Although IGUA facilitated the hearing process by bringing its motion and provided

some assistance to the Board in its understanding of the issues, the Board did not find that IGUA's
participation in total assisted the Board such that IGUA should receive 100 percent of its reason-

ably incurred costs.

Was page 38 148

6.0.10 The Board finds that IGUA is entitled to an award of costs and, having regard to the circumstances

of its intervention, the private status of the Applicant, and the results of this proceeding, the Board

finds that IGUA should assume some of its own costs in this proceeding. The Board awards IGUA
66 percent of its counsel's fees and 100 percent of all reasonably incurred disbursements (includ-

ing those of counsel), subject to the Board's assessment process'

t49

6.0.1 I The Board is aware of Cenha's position that it will negotiate a bypass competitive rate with poten-

tial bypass candidates and support the rate in the context of an application before the Board, on the

condition that it is not exposed to costs of the proceeding. Since the Board regards Centra as being

answerable for the state of the Rate 20 class, and the controversy sutrounding that class is, for the

main part, a motivation for special rates, the Board finds that Centra should bear some responsi-

bility for the costs flowing from this proceeding. If the contentions had been settled or the rate

class justified, or at the very least, if Cenha had been more definite about having that matter

resolved on its own motion in its next rates proceeding at the time of this hearing, then the Board

would not have been so inclined. The Board finds that Centra shall bear a portion of the costs
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awarded to IGUA, The Board finds that Cardinal Power and Centra shall equally share the lia-

bility for the costs awarded to IGUA.

Was page 39 150

6.0.r2 Cardinal Power conditionally accepted Northland's late intervention, namely, that Northland

should bear its own costs. Although Northland was not asked expressly by the Board whether it
accepted that condition, the Board regards the onus as being on Northland to have either obj ected

to the condition or provided comment in the hearing, where the Board would have had the oppor-

tunity to hear the parties make full submissions on the issue for determination at that time' The

Board finds that, effectively, Northland accepted Cardinal Power's condition in proceeding as an

intervenor without objection or comment until its Argument. In any event, even if the Board had

not found Northland to be estopped from pursuing an application for costs, the Board would not

have found Northland to be eligible for a cost award. The Board is of the opinion that Northland

did not contribute to a better understanding of the issues by the Board. Its intervention was wholly
self-serving and added no substance to the Rate Application. In either case, the Board denies a

cost award to Northland.

6.0.13 The Board directs Cardinal Power and Centra to each pay an equal share of the costs awarded to

IGUA immediately upon receipt of the Board's Cost Order. The Board also directs Cardinal Power

to pay the Board's costs of and incidental to this proceeding immediately upon receipt of the

Board's Cost Order and invoice.

Was page 40 152

DATED AT Toronto Ill4ay 27,1993

E.J. RobertsonPresiding Member

Pamela ChappleMember

C.L. CottleMember
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Ontario
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Board

IN THE MATTER OF THE
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD ACT

AND

IN THE MATTER OF AN APPLICATION BY

CANADIAN PACIFIC FOREST
PRODUCTS LIMITED

FOR A BYPASS COMPETITIVE RATE
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DECISION WITH RIASONS

E.B.R.O.47l

IN THE MATTER OF thc Ontario Energy Board Act,
R.S.O. 1980, c. 332;

AND IN THE MATTER OF an Application by
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l.

1.0.1

1.0.2

1.0,3

INTRODUCTION

This hearing was initistcd by an Application ("the Application") by

Canadian Pacific Forest Products Limiæd ("CP Forest hoducts", "thc

Company" or "thc Appticanl") datcd Scptcmbcr 21,1990, for an frer of

the Onta¡io Energy Board ("the Board") approving or fixing the just and

rÊasonablc ratç that ICG Utilities (Ontario) Ltd, now CenEa Gas Onta¡io

Inc. ("Cænta"), may chargc the Company for serviccs ¡cndcred with

r€sp€ct ¡o thc supply ofnatural gas by Ccnua to CPForcst P¡oducts' plant

in Dryden, Onu¡io.

CP Forest Products frlcd its evidencc on Ocober 18, 1990, and on October

29, lgg0 emended thc Application to ¡Equcst that any ratc resulting ftom

tho Application becomc effective on January l' 1991.

The company filed a furrher a¡nendment on December 21, 1990 indicating

that it had agreed with Centra on a bypass compctitive rate ("a bypass

rate") for all gas delivercd to its Drydcn plant, cffective January I' f991'

On Deccmber 28, 1990 CP Fo¡est Products filed supplementary evidcncc

to reflect this agrcemcnt, and on May 2, l99l the Company filcd further

cvidencc which indicaæd that it would not accept the ratc offered by

centra if il was conditional on cF Forest hoducts øking transPoftation

service directly from TransCanada PipeLines Limiæd ('TCPL.)'

DoclD: OEB: 11LDH-O
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DECISION WITH REASONS

In the supplementary cvidcncc e Forest Products also indicatcd that it

was not willing to accept Ccnfs's Position that thc cffectivc datc of thc

rate should bc a datc following thc Board's De¿ision on the Application.

Tnn Hernr¡c

Thc hcaring bcgan on June 4' l99l. It was adjourned for onc day and

continucd on Junc 6. The parties dclivered oral argumcnt on June 7, and

CP Forest Products filed its written rcpty argumcnt on Junc 14.

The parties and their repres€nu¡tivcs in thc proceeding were as follows:

CP Fo¡est hoduds P. W. Gilchrist

Ccntra D. A. Dadson

Boa¡d Staff I. A. CamPion

The Industrial Gas Uscrs
Association ("IGUA") B. A. Canoll

Thc following witnesses testified in thc hearing on bchalf of cF Forest

Products:

R. Beaudry Beaudry, Belislc & Associates

G. Scheifle Gors & Storrie Ltd'

J. H. Sim V.P. Marketing, tilhite Papers

Division, CP Forest Products

B. Antonen Manager, Enginecring
Scrvices, CP Forest Products
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1.1.4

1.1.5

Thc following cmployeÊs appea¡çd on bchalf of C-cntra:

R. Bourgeault Manager, Industrial Gas
Utilization

P. Hoey Manager, Rate Design

J. Collier Supcrvisor, Cost of Scrvicc
Studics

R. Reid Manager, Gas Supply and
Planning

D. Alexander Chicf Engineer

Thc complcæ tanscrips of thc proccedings, together with all cxhibits

pr€sented at the hea¡ing, a¡e available for public inspection. Although thc

Boa¡d in making its decision considcrcd all the evidence presentcd at the

hearing, it has included a surnmary of only thosc issues nccessary to comc

to is Docision hcrcin.

DoclD: OEB: 11LDH-O
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2.

2.0.1

2.O.2

2.O.3

BACKGROUND

The issue of bypass rates for some indusrial customors with facilities very

ncar the TCPL pipeline was fin¡t considcrcd in the late 1980s, shortly afær

thc de-regulation of upstrcam gas supplies in Canada. The possibility of

somc of thesc customcrs building thei¡ own pipeline directly to the TCPL

system, thereby bypassing the local disribution company, was madc more

likely with the ability of those customers to purchasc their gas supplics

dircctly and conract for ransponation service with TCPL

This promprcd Ontario's disribution companics to consider special raæs

for such companies using the rationalE that bctter part of a loaf than nonc

at all. The rcsult was proposals for bypass competitive rates which would

bccomc availablc, upon Board approval, to thoso customers which could

dcmonstratc their physical and Frnancial ability to capitalize on their

proximity to thc TCPL PiPeline.

The Board cxamined the whole issue of bypass and bypass rates in felation

to each of Ontario's three major disuibution companies in a combined

hearing under Board filc numben E.B'R.O. 410'I, 411-I and 412-I' The

Board said that it would considcr each application for bypass on the basis

of iS individual merits and that iotential ratc making soludons should be

considered as an alternativc to a physical bypass in order to ensure that the

public is fully protected.

DoclD: OEB:11LDH-O
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2.O.4 Threc bypass rates have becn approved by the Board but thc¡c hæ been no

application to the Boa¡d for an actual bypass. In cach of thc cases whcrc

the Boa¡d approved a bypass rate, the customor involved uscd nan¡ral gas

as a farv material or "fccdstock".

;
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POSITIONS O[' THE PARTIES

CP Forcst Products' Drydc¡ oporation produces lraft paper, consüuction

lumber and uncoated whiæ she¿t papcr. The plant is describcd by its

ownen as large, modem and wcll situated to scrvo the highly competitivc

North American market and it is Dryden's largest employcr.

Thc Company indicated that i¡ $,as attempting to modernize its facilities

further in order to lower its production costs to countcr the effects of f¡ec

tradc which, ovcr the ncxt scveral years, will rpmovc a 12 to 15 percent

uriff protection the Company has prcviously enjoycd' Thc bypass ratc

being sought in this Application is one ofits cost cutting cfforts.

CP Forest Products and its prcdeccssors al Dryden have becn natural gas

customers for more than 40 years. Currcntly thc ComPany opcrates under

buy/scll anangements with Ccntra, and for l99l it estimated its annual

demand to bc about ll3,O00 l01mt, which the Company exp€cts to remain

constant for thc next 15 years' Based on Centra's current rat€s, the annual

delivcry cost for this gas is about $596,000 which represents about 3.7

percent of üre cost of Production.

In argument, thc Company proposed tl¡at the Boa¡d set a bypass rate of

$3.91 per ldms under its current buy/sell a¡rangemcnts with C.enEa or

$2.25 per ldmr if CP Forest Hucts switchcs to a transPortation rÀte'
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3.0.5

3.0.6

3.O.7

3.0.8

3.0.9

In order to show that it was cntitled to r bypass rate, thc Company called

cvidcnco o cstablish that it would be a crcdiblc bypass candidate in that

it could financc, construct, opcrst€ and maintain its own 3 km pipelinc

between its facilities and thc TCPL main line running just north of the

town,

The Company tcstificd that it prcfened not to build such a pipelinc and to

rcmain I CÆntra customer. Howevgr, if it was not granted a bypass rate,

it would apply for leave to construct its own pipeline and cease to be a

customcr of Cenra by becoming a tansportation customer of TCPL .

Thc Company argued that the cunent rate sEucturs (i.e. "postage stamp

rates"), is outdated bccausc it provides no incentive for industry to

"improvc plant efficicncy thmugh location or ¡p-location ncar the TCPL

pipcline."

Ccnra objecæd to CP Forest hoducts seeking a bypass rate while

continuing to bc scrved under its cxisting buy/scll arrangcmcnt. Centra

argucd tlrat a bypass ratc should be available to CP Forcst Products only

if thc Company is prepared o switch to transporlstion scrvicc and thus

assumc responsibility for its load balancing on thc TCPL system. Under

these circumstanccs, Ccntra agrccd that CP Fo¡est Products would bc a

crriiblc bypass candidate and thus bc cligiblc for a bypass rate which it

argued should be $4.20 per ldm!.

Counscl to Board Staff urged the Board to deny CF Forest Products'

Application and, in fact, argued that the Board should rcject bypass raæs

altogether. Mr. Campion submitted that postage stamP rates should be

applicd consistently and should not bc basod on a customer's individual

characteristics such as its distance from the TCPL line. Distancc based

ratcs, hc pointcd out, could imposc incrcased burdens on other customerl¡.
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3.0.10

Thc more thc Boa¡d considers subjectivc crircria [for asscssing thc
cligibility of poæntial bypass candidatcsl, thc mors it risks
abandoning its mandaE o fix just and ¡easonablc ratcs. The
grcater thc intcrvcndon, Ûro less predicøblc arc thc indirect,
unknown impacts on thc cconomic cfficiency principle. The
regulatory burdcn of thc Boa¡d will incrcasc broadly if it is
required to tailor-makc ratcs for cvcry industrial customcr in lhe
provincc who might bc a bypass candidaæ.

Much to thc objection of the Applicant's Counssl, Boa¡d Staff argucd that

approving this Application could open thc floodgates for othen. Evidcnce

hlcd by Gntra indicatcd that the total effcct of bypass rates on the utility

could bc about $11.7 million per annum based on its latcst Proposod

margins sought in E.B.R.O. 467. C,ounsel for CP Fo¡est Prducts cut ùe

number of potential bypass candidatcs in half using thc argumcnt that not

all of thcm would dcdicatc the nccessary funds to obtain rcgulaory

approval after taking into account thc savings they might gain. He urged

thc Boa¡d to follow its staæd intention to consider each bypass application

on a casc by case basis.

19
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BOARD FINDINGS

It was urged upon thc Boa¡d to rcjcct CP Forest hoducts' Application, in

part, becausc the Company docs not usc gas as a feedstock. Howevcr, the

Boa¡d is of the opinion that the use to which gas is put is not definitive as

to whethcr or nol that customer is entitled to a byPass ratc and this

8¡gument is therefo¡p rcjected.

The Board's past Decisions on this issue, and in particular the Northland

Powcr Dccision in E'B.R'O. 45E, have yieldcd certain key principlcs'

Thesc principles form thc framcwork for deciding, on a case by casc basis,

if thc public inrcrcst is bcsr met by approving an individual application for

a bypass rate. Thc principles can be idcntiñed as follows:

Postagc stamp ratcs within cach clasq of customcrs are thc

acccpted norm in Ontario and thc Boa¡d will not dopart from this

principle in favour of distance rclatcd rates unless the¡c a¡c valid

and compelling r€asons to do so.

An applicant secking such a tatc must satisfy thc Board that it is

a crediblc bypass candidate and rhat it is ready, willing and able

to build and operale its own pipcline.

DoclD: OEB: 11LDH-O
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An applicant must show that the construction of a bypass pipcline

is within thc public intc¡cst and that, inær ali4 thc¡c a¡e

compelling ¡casons to suthorizc construction of duplicating

serviccs.

An applicant for a bypass ratc must satisfy tho Board that such a

ratc is the appropriate responsc to thc applicant's particular

problem.

The Board must bc satisfied that it is within the overall public

inte¡est to allow a bypass rate and that the amount of the toll
itself is neither unjust nor unreasonable in ¡clation to othcr rates.

The fust point docs not requirc justification nor a lcngthy explanation ---

postage stamp rates within each class of customcrs arc a basic building

block of utility regulation in Ontario. It can bc argucd that without such

rates the Province's regional dcvelopment would have bccn severely

hampered.

However, that docs not mean that in today's climate of competilivc gas

rales, such rate setting basics should continuc unamended. Thc Boa¡d is

acutely aware that not even postagç stamp rates will remain inviolate for

evcry customer class forever and, in fact, thc Board has substituted

distance rclaæd rates (or bypass rates) for postagc stamp rates in three

cases. It is therefore acccpted thal, on a casc by casc basis, it may be

witÌ¡in thc public interest to substitute distance-based rates for postage

stamp rates.

Dcaling next with an applicant's credibility as an actual byPass candidate'

the Board's criæria in this rcgard should not Present a particularly

formidablc burdcn for large, sophisticated and well financed companics

close to the TCPL pipcline, such as CP Forest hoducts.

r'

4.0.3

4.0.4

4.0.5

T
I
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4.0.6 Howevor, thc remaining principles of those listed above pose serious and

complicat€d questions for the Board while simultaneously imposing a

substantial burden of proof on an applicant. Some of the questions which

the Boa¡d must consider arc:

Other than its proximity to the TCPL pipeline, what is there about

the circumstanccs sunounding this customer which sets it apart

from othcr customers in its class? That is:

Is the applicant under somc economic thrcat or

is it simply able to bypass economically?

Is there a real threat of load disappearing from

thc utility's system that may obligate other

customers to higher coss?

What is the purpose of the application? Seeking a bypass rate

solely to decreæe an applicant's costs, may be perfectly worthy

from the applicant's point of view' Howcver' it may not bc so

worthy from the point of vicw of the public interest which

includes those customers burdened thereby with cxra costs.

Is the magnitude of an apPlicant's total annual saving as a rcsult

of the bypass rate, substantial within the context of the applicant's

goal of reducing costs?

Compared with an applicant's total annual cost of operations, is

the saving from a bypass rate significant?

What is thc effect on the utility and its ¡cmaining customors if the

applicant leaves the system and how many other customers will

likely apply to do the same? Would the negative effect on thc

DoclD: OEB: 11LDH-O
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public intercst bc disproponionatc to the bencfit of a bypass ratc

to thc applicant?

If a bypass rate is found by the Board to be an appropriate

rcsponsc to an application, what should that rate bc, bearing in

mind the Board's statutory requirpment to set rates which arc just

and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory?

-
t_

4.O.7

4.0.8

4.0.9

4.0.10

Thc Board considers the approval of a bypass rate to bc a serious issue.

This is not just a discount progfam available to largc custome$, it is a cost

shifting rate with public inærest impacts which thc Boa¡d must find is
justified beyond the worthy but narow concerns ofan individual applicant.

An applicant for a bypass rate must thercfore convincc the Boa¡d that it
is seeking more than just a cost reduction. Bypass rates are beyond the

ordinary and thc applicant mus¡ show that its circumstances arc also

extraordinary. Fu¡thermo¡c these samc concems would bc panmount in

an application for actual bypass and it should also be kcpt in mind that,

except in the most unusual of circumstanccs, an apprcpriatc bypass rate is

preferable to an actual bypass.

In applying the foregoing principles to thc instant casc, the Board finds

that the benefits to CP Forest Products occasioned by thc institution of a

bypass rate are not significant enough to outweigh thc ncgativc impacts on

the public intcrËst, such as extra costs being ransferred to the rcmaining

customcrs in the class. As well, the Boa¡d finds that the Applicant is not

under any economic thrcat and therc is no rcal danger that its load will

disappear from the system.

The Boa¡d does not find any compelling rcasons to conclude that

approving a bypass rate in thesc cirçumstances would be in the public

intcrcst and this Application is therefo¡e denied.
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5.

5.0.1

cosrs

No party applied for an award of costs. Ihc Boa¡d's costs of and

incidental to this proceeding shall bc paid by thc Applicant upon receipt

of tho Boa¡d's Cost Ordor and invoicc.

DATED AT Toronto August 27, l99l

A, Wolf
Presiding Membcr

l

Richud R. Perrdue

Membcr

Pamela Chapplo
Member
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EB-2005-0443
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lN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act, 199g,
S.O. 1998, c.15 (Sched.B);

AND lN THE MATTER OF an Apptication by Greenfietd
Energy Centre Limited Partnership for an Order or Orders
pursuant to section g0 of the Ontario Energy Board Act,
7998 granting leave to construct a natural gas pipeline in the
Township of St. Clair, Ontario;

AND lN THE MATTER OF an Apptication by Greenfietd
Energy Centre Limited Partnership for an Order or Orders
pursuant to section 101 of the Ontario Energy Board Act,
1998 for authorization for certain road and utirity crossíngs
required for the proposed pipeline;

AND lN THE MATTER OF an Application by Greenfield
Energy centre Limited Partnership for a certificate of public
convenience and necessity, pursuant to section g of the
Munícípal Franchises Act;

AND lN THE MATTER OF an Application by Union Gas
Limited for an order or orders pursuant to section g0 of the
Ontario Energy Board Act, lgg] granting leave to construct
a natural gas pipeline in the Township of St. Clair, Ontario.

BEFORE: Paul Vlahos
Presiding Member

Cynthia Chaplin
Member

Ken Quesnelle
Member

DECISION AND ORDER

January 6, 2006



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On July 20, 2005, Greenfield Energy Centre Limited Partnership ("GEC") filed an
application with the Ontario Energy Board for leave to construct a natural gas pipeline
to supply a 1 005 MW gas-fired generating station in Courtright, south of Sarnia. GEC
has entered into a 2}-year Clean Energy Supply contract with the Ontario power
Authority. On August 30, 2005, Union Gas Limited ("Union") also filed an application
to build a pipeline to serve the GEC generating station. The Board combined the two
competing applications in one proceeding.

The Board approves both applications. However, only one approval can proceed.
The approval for Union's application is non-operative if it ðoes not have the GEC
power plant as a customer. A key condition therefore for Union is that it must contract
to provide service to the GEC plant whether owned by GEC or another entity, as long
as the power plant is in the same location and requires the same proposed pipeline,
both in terms of size and route.

The Board's findings on the two applications can be summarized as follows. lf a
power generating station is built at the proposed location, there is clearly a need for a
pipeline to serve the power plant. There are no negative rate implications for Union or
its customers if Union builds the pipeline. There are no outstanding matters from the
perspective of the Ontario Pipeline Coordination Committee with respect the
environmental reports commissioned by both applicants. The environmental impacts
associated with the proposed competing pipelines are found by the Board to be
acceptable and there are no outstanding landowner matters for each pipeline
proposal. Union is known to be a competent builder and operator of gas pipelines.
The Calpine companies that will be building and operating the GEC pipeline under
contracts with GEC are also experienced builders and operators in many jurisdictions
in the United States. Both applications, Union's and GEC's, are credible and in the
public interest.

The Board accepts the evidence provided by GEC that the current financial difficulty
being experienced by Calpine Corporation should not have a direct impact on the
financial wherewithal of the applicant (GEC). However, should the entities that will
construct and operate the pipeline be different from what has been presented in the
proceeding, the Board finds that GEC must fíle with the Board, when its plans are
finalized and before construction is commenced, appropriate information for the
Board's review.



With respect to the public interest consideratíons raised by GEC's application, the
Board finds that the public interest would not be well served if GEC's application is
denied. lt is in the public interest for gas customers to have access to the seryices
they require. ln this case, GEC cannot currently access adequate services from
Union. lt is therefore in the public interest to allow GEC to pursue those services
directly through the option of bypassing Union. At the same time, Union and other
parties have not established that Union or its other customers would sufl'er direct harm
in the event that GEC's application is approved. Moreover, GEC's application is
credible. Therefore the Board finds GEC's application to be in the public interest.

The Board observes that it is possible for Union to develop a tariff solution for
customers of the size and needs of GEC to permit the utility's offerings to be more
robust against bypass. lt is within the control of Union and the Board to manage the
longer term, more speculative impacts arising from this transitional decision, beginning
with the pending Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review proceeding. lt is not in the
public interest in this case however to require GEC to await the resolution of an
appropriate tariff in the NGEIR proceeding.

The Board notes that it does not expect to decide any other bypass applications prior
to the results of the NGEIR review.

The Board obserues that it is appropriate for the applicants to consider any cumulative
(either additive or interactive) efl'ects between the pipeline construction and the
construction and operation of the GEC generating station but in this case, the
environmental effects of the power station that are raised by the Society of Energy
Professionals and the Power Workers' Union, namely, air emissions, the taking and
discharge of water into the St. Clair River, and the loss of jobs and other socio-
economic impacts consequent on the closure of the Lambton generation station,
cannot be tied back to some effect of pipeline construction. ln the Board's view, the
fact that the existence of the pipeline will enable a certain end use to occur does not
mean that the environmental effects of that end use are within the realm of "cumulative
effects" as contemplated in the Board's environmental guidelines. The Board is
satisfied from the evidence before it that the effects from the pipeline are minimal and
the cumulative effects from the construction of the generating station will only last for
the duration of the construction phase of the pipeline. These effects are different from



the environmental effects related to the operation of a GEC gas-fired generating
station, which are not cumulative with respect to the pipeline project in any respect.

Walpole lsland First Nations asked the Board to start a process to develop a policy
regarding consultation with First Nations. The Board agrees that the matter of creating
a Board policy needs to be reviewed, and the Board will do so.



Cha r 1- The Anol ications and s

On July 20, 2005, Greenfield Energy Centre Limited Partnership ("GEC',) filed an
application with the Ontario Energy Board. GEC has entered into a 2¡-year Clean
Energy Supply ("CES') contract with the Ontario Power Authority ("OpA') to construct
and operate a 1005 MW gas-fired generating station in Courtright, in the Township of
St. Clair, south of Sarnia and requires the pipeline to supply natural gas to the
generating station. GEC seeks leave to construct the pipeline, pursuant to section 90
of the ontario Energy Board Act, 1lggg, s.o. 1ggg, c.1s, sched. B ("oEB Act',).

lf leave to construct the pipeline is granted, GEc also seeks a certificate of public
convenience and Necessity, pursuant to section B of the Municipal Franchlses Acf,
R'S'O' 1990, c. M.55 ("MFA"). GEC initially also sought an order pursuant to section
101 of the ontario Energy Board Act because the proposed pipeline route crosses a
municipal water main, runs along a road allowance, crosses an abandoned brine line
and crosses gas pipelines belonging to Union Gas Limited and TransCanada
Pipelines Limited. During the hearing, GEC asked the Board to staythe section 101
application to allow for negotiations with the afl'ected landowners for crossing permits
to be completed. GEC will either withdraw the section 101 application or ask the Board
to review the section 101 application at a later time.

The Board issued a notice of GEC's applicatíon on July 28, 2OOs. GEC served and
published the notice as directed by the Board. ln Procedural Order No. 1, dated
August 24, 2005 the Board indicated it would proceed by way of oral hearing, set the
scope of public interest factors related to bypass and set the schedule for the
proceeding.

On August 30, 2005, Union Gas Limited ("Union") also filed an application to construct
a pípeline to serve the GEC generating station.

Due to the competing nature of the GEC and Union applications, the Board found it
appropriate to combine, pursuant to section 21(5) of the OEB Act, the proceedings for
GEC's and Union's applications. All intervenors of record in the GEC proceeding were
considered intervenors in the joint proceeding. ln addition, certain new parties were
accepted by the Board and became intervenors in the joint proceeding.



Decision and Order
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ln addition to the applicants and Board staff, 25 part¡es were given intervenor status
and 5 parties were given observer status. A list of active participants and their counsel
or representatives, and a list of witnesses who testified in the joint proceeding are
attached as Appendix 1 to this decision. lntervenor evidence was filed by Union and
Walpole lsland First Nations ("WlFN").

On October 4, 2005 the Board received certaín material from the Society of Energy
Professionals ("SEP"). On October 6, 2005 the Board received a Notice of Motion and
Motion Record from GEC. ln the Notice of Motion, GEC sought an order of the Board
to exclude certain documents in the material filed by sEP. The Board dealt with the
motion by way of a written process. On November 7, 2OOS the Board issued its
decision pursuant to which certain materíal filed by SEP was excluded. The Board's
decision on the Motion is attached as Appendix 2.

The oral hearing on the two applications commenced on November 14,2OOS and was
completed with oral reply argument on December 1, 2005.

The Board has summarized the record in this decision only to the extent necessary to
provide context to its findings.

Below in this chapter are particulars of the respective competing applications by GEC
and Union. The Board's findings are contained in the next chapter, Chapter 2.

The P Plant
Pursuant to the 2o-year cES contract with the oPA, GEC will construct a 1005 MW
gas-fired generating station in Courtright, in the Township of St. Clair, south of Sarnia
and requires a pipeline to supply natural gas to the generating station. The demand for
gas by the plant under peak winter operating conditions is estimated at 208,000 GJ
per day and about 186,240 GJ per day under peak summer conditions. The plant
would operate either as a baseload or an intermediate generating resource on the
Ontario power grid. Total annual gas consumption at the plant, assuming an annual
capacity factor between 40o/o and 7\o/o, is estimated at between 28,000,000 GJ and
48,000,000 GJ. According to the CES contract, the plant is required to provide
electricity to the grid no later than February 12,2008. The generating plant is located
on a property owned by Terra lnternational (canada) lnc. ("Terra").
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The Partnership

The GEC project is being developed as a limited partnership between a Canadian
subsidiary of Calpine Corporation of the U.S. ("Calpine Corporation") and a Canadian
subsidiary of Mitsui & Co. Ltd of Japan ("Mitsui"). The partners are MIT power
Canada lnvestments lnc. which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsui, and Cal
Energy Services Canada Ltd. wh
Corporation. CM Greenfield power

ich is wholly owned subsidiary of Calpine
Corp., the general partner, holds O.O1% of the

partnership. The limited parlners, MIT Power Canada LP lnc. and Calpine Greenfield
Commercial Trust, hold 49.995% interest each. According to the evidence, Greenfield
Energy Centre LP, will raise financing on the project's own financial strength, not on
the strength of its parents.

Calpine Corporation will act as the lead for the development of the GEC project.
Specifícally, Calpine Greenfield Partnership Limited will be the energy procurement
construction contractor for the project, and Calpine Corporatíon O&M Affiliate will
provide administrative services, environmental support, permitting support,
environmental monitoring during the course of operations and engineering su pporl to
the project

The GE Pioeline
The pipeline project proposed by GEC consists of a 16 inch diameter high pressure
steel pipeline and related facilities, including a metering and control station, and an
access tap to the Vector pipeline owned and operated by Vector pipeline Limited
Partnership. The Vector pipeline connects the Dawn Hub with united states markets.
The proposed pipeline will be approximately 2 kilometers long and will connect the
generating station to the Vector pipeline located to the north of the GEC plant. GEC
plans to start construction of the pipeline and metering facilities in June 2006. GEC
estimated the total capital cost of the pipeline and required facilities at $4.g million.

The proposed pipeline route leaves the generating station at a point north of the
Bickford Line, runs easterly along an agricultural field owned by Terra, turns north and
travels along the west side of Greenfield Road to connect with the Vector pipeline at
the Vector Gate Station. A metering facility would be located south of the pollard plant
access road south of the Vector Gate Statíon. GEC's proposed pipeline route is
shown in Appendix 3.
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Most of the proposed route is within the municipal road allowance. GEC filed a
resolution by the Township of St. Clair supporling the use of the municipal road
allowance of the Greenfield Road for the purpose of locating the pipeline. For the
sections of the route on privately owned land, GEC is negotiating three permanent
easement agreements and is in the process of obtaining a lease agreement for the tie-
in to the power plant. GEC is also negotiating encroachment permits to cross a brine
pipeline, three TCPL pipelines, Union's pipeline and Vector's facilities. GEC would
obtain a number of temporary easements as required to construct the proposed
facilities. GEC sought approval of the form of easement agreement offered to Terra
and to the private landowners, pursuant to section gT of the OEB Act. The proposed
route crosses Wylie Drain and GEC would need a permit to cross from the Ministry of
Natural Resources and from the conservation Authority.

GEC confirmed that design, installation and testing specifications for the proposed
pipeline would conform to the canadian standards Association ("csA,') 2662-03 o¡l
and Gas Pipeline Systems Code and the requirements of Ontario Regulation 21OlO1
under the Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000. GEC confirmed that it would
obtain a licence and pay the corresponding fee required to operate the proposed
pipeline as required by section 1g of ontario Regulation 2iolo1.

An Environmental Report was prepared by SENES Consultants for the proposed
facilities which indicated that there will be minimal and temporary environmental
impacts given the implementation of the mitigation measures that were recommended
and accepted by GEC. The SENES Consultants report was reviewed by the ontario
Pipeline Coordinating Committee ("OPCC") in accordance with the process ou¡ined in
the Board's Environmental Guídetines for the Location, Construction and Operation of
Hydrocarbon Pipelines and Facitities in Ontario ("Guideline"). The OpCC had no
outstanding concerns with the project.

The Union Pipeline
Union, in its competing application, proposed to construct 2 km of 12 inch natural gas
pipeline to supply gas to the generating station at an estimated cost of $5.1 million.
The proposed Union pipeline would originate at Union's Courtright Station which is
connected to the Vector and TCPL pipelines. Union holds the municipal franchise and
certíficate rights to distribute natural gas in the Township of St.Clair. Construction
would start in the spring of 2007.
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Union's proposed route is similar to the route proposed by GEC except that it is
somewhat shorter, runs on the east side of Greenfield Road and terminates at Union,s
Courtright Station. lt does not cross any pipelines. The location of the proposed
pipeline within the Greenfield Road allowance falls under Union's existing franchise
agreement with the Township of St. Clair and an encroachment permit is not needed.
The proposed route crosses Wylie Drain and Union would require a permit to cross
from the Ministry of Natural Resources and the Conservation Authority. Union's
proposed pipeline route is shown in Appendix 4.

The proposed pipeline will be installed in road allowance and on easement on privately
owned lands' A previously Board-approved easement form was provided to the
affected landowners.

The only permanent easement that may be required by Union would be an easement
from Terra, the lessor of the GEC plant site. The easement may be needed to connect
the pipeline to the power plant. ln the hearing, Union explained that its industrial
customers would typically eíther enter into an easement agreement or elect not to
enter into an agreement. Should the easement agreement be requested, Union would
offer to Terra a recently Board-approved form of easement agreement.

According to Union, design, installation and testing specifications for the proposed
pipeline are in accordance with the csA 2662-03 oil and Gas pipeline systems code
and will conform to the requirements of Ontario Regulatíon 2l1l1l under the Technical
Standards and Safety Act 2000.

An Environmental Report was prepared by Stantec Consulting for the proposed
facilities which indicated that there will be minimal environmental impacts given
Union's standard construction practices and the mitigation measures recommended in
the report and accepted by Union. The Stantec Consulting report was reviewed by the
Ontario Pipeline Coordinating Committee in accordance with the process ou¡ined in
the Board's Guideline. The OPCC had no outstanding concerns with the project.
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Chaoter 2 - Findinqs

What we have before us are two competing applications to build and operate a gas
pipeline to serve the GEC plant. There are certain standard issues that the Board

considers in its review of applications for leave to construct a pipeline. We will look at
those issues in this case. ln addition, since the GEC application is an application for
bypass, it invokes additional public interest issues beyond those which would be
considered if the only applicant was Union. The Board will also assess GEC's
competency to build and operate its own pipeline.

ln our view, the issues before for the Panel are as follows:

a) ls there a need for a pipeline?

b) Are there any undue negative rate implications for Union's customers, if Union
builds the pipeline?

c) What are the environmental impacts associated with the proposed pipelines

and are they acceptable?

d) Are there any outstanding landowner matters for each pipeline proposal?

e) ls GEC a competent builder and operator for the proposed pipeline?

f) ls GEC's bypass application in the public interest?
g) Should one or both applications be approved and what should the conditions of

that approval be?

h) Does GEC need a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity?

For the reasons set out below, the Board finds that both applications for leave to
construct should be approved, subject to certain conditions.

a) ls there a need for a pipeline?
The Board must be satisfied that there is a need for a proposed pipeline before
approval is granted.

GEC has entered into a 2}-year Clean Energy Supply contract with the Ontario Power
Authority to construct and operate a new 1,005 Megawatt natural gas-fired power plant

at Courtright, south of Sarnia. The power plant is scheduled to be completed in time to
begin operating in December 2007. The purpose of the pipeline is to carry the natural
gas to the GEC power plant. Should all approvals for the power plant be obtained and

GEC proceeds to build the plant, there is clearly a need for a pipeline to carry natural
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gas to the power plant. The approval of Union's application is conditional on Union

having the GEC power plant as a customer.

b) Are there any undue negative rate implications for Union's customers, if
Union builds the pipeline?
Should it be the case that there is an agreement that Union will serve the GEC power

plant, the economics of the pipeline project become a consideration as the costs will

be borne by Union's ratepayers.

Based on Union's evidence, the overall profitability index for the pipeline project is

estimated at over 10 assuming a revenue stream based on Union's firm T1 service.

This evidence by Union was tested but not challenged. The Profitability lndex is below

one only in the first year of the project. We accept Union's estimates and are satisfied

that there would not be undue adverse rate impacts on Union's ratepayers in the first
year. Should Union build the pipeline as a result of a negotiated interruptible rate, or a

combination of firm and interruptible service, Union must demonstrate at the time that

it seeks to reflect the costs of this project in its rates that the project is economically

feasible and that any adverse rate impacts are not undue.

c) What are the environmental impacts associated with the proposed pipelines

and are they acceptable?
The pipelines proposed to be constructed by each applicant are similar in their routing.

As required by the Board's Guideline, both applicants filed environmental reports

undertaken by known consultants, who also testified at the hearing. Both reports

concluded that there are only minimal and temporary effects associated with the

building of the pipeline. Consideration was given to cumulative effects from other
projects, including the construction of the GEC generating station, as confirmed in the

answers to interrogatories and in the hearing, but because the environmental impacts

of the pipeline itself were minor, any cumulative effects were considered insignificant.

Both applicants stated that they will abide by the recommendations contained in their

respective environmental reports.
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Cumulative Effects

(i) Scope of Review

An issue arose during the hearing with respect to whether the applicants had

appropriately abided by the Board's Guideline. The Guideline requires consideration of
the environmental impacts of other projects within the area of pipeline construction

under section 4.3.13 entitled "Cumulative Effects". That section states in part:

ln many situations, individual projects produce impacts that are insignificant.

However, when these are combined with the impacts of other existing or

approved projects, they become important. Such cumulative effects may

include both biophysical and socio-economic effects, and should be identified

and discussed in the ER as an integral part of the environmental assessment.

The Guideline indicates that the consideration of cumulative effects should not be

restricted to the immediate area of pipeline construction. The section relating to
cumulative effects is a subsection of the Guideline relating to the identification of
environmental impacts in the context of route and site selection. The relevant and

operative portion of section 4.3.13 reads, in part:

The applicant is required to consider four distinctive cumulative effects

pathways when delineating the study area and analysing and assessing

the cumulative effects:

(g) additive effects of pipeline construction and other existing and future

projects in the area (e.9. additive forest cover losses due to tree clearing

for pipeline construction and subdivision development);

(h) interaction of pipeline construction with other existing and future

projects in the area (e.9. cold stream fish habitat degradation as an

interactive effect of increased erosion and sedimentation due to pipeline

stream crossing and floodplain development downstream).
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This excerpt from the Guideline indicates that the Board will have regard to the

cumulative effects of the construction of the GEC generating station together with the
pipeline. What is crucial to the review of cumulative effects, however, is to understand

the scope of that review.

SEP and PWU, who adopted the same position in the proceeding, argued that there
has not been a proper assessment before the Board of the cumulative environmental

impacts of the proposed facilities and therefore, both applications should be denied.

ln these parties' view, a proper assessment should involve examination of the

environmental and socio-economic effects of the construction and operation of the

GEC generating station in addition to the pipeline because the pipeline and the

generating station are interconnected. ln their view, the environmental effects of the

station are "indistinguishable from the use and operation of the pipeline which seryes

it" such that the public interest test in section 96 of the OEB Act cannot be satisfied

without a full consideration of the cumulative effects from construction of both the

station and the pipeline. lt is argued that there are adverse effects on air quality due to

emissions from the generating station, on water quality associated with the discharge

of heated water into the St. Clair River and adverse socio-economic impacts related to
job and economic losses as a result of the construction of the GEC generating station

and the potential subsequent closure of the Lambton generating station. They argue

that these are environmental effects that the Board should consider in its

environmental review of the proposal to construct a pipeline to serve the station. ln

support of their position, the two parties provided certain case law and referred to best

environmental practíce from other jurisdictions. They also argued that the Board's own

Guideline confirms their position.

Both GEC and Union argued that the Province has an environmental assessment

regime for natural gas-fired generation facilities and that this process was completed

by the refusal of the Minister of the Environment to elevate the process to a full

environmental assessment. A full assessment had been requested by SEP. The

effect of the proposition by SEP and PWU is not only that the Board would second

guess the Minister's discretion, but it would be erring in law. Both applicants argued

that the cumulative effects provision in the Board's Guideline is for analysing the

combined effects of the pipeline construction with the effects caused by the
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construction of the power facility in such areas for example as no¡se and soil

disruption. ln their view, the cumulative effects section does not expand the review

into any and all possible environmental and socio-economic effects of shutting down

the Lambton coal-fired generation station due to the government's off-coal policy.

GEC termed the intervention of SEP and PWU in this proceeding as forum shopping.

The Board disagrees with SEP and PWU.

ln our view, this section of the Guideline requires an applicant to first identify the

environmental (including socio-economic) effects of the project that is the subject of
the application, in this case the construction of the pipeline. Once these effects are

known, the applicant identifies whether there are any other existing or known future
projects in the study area. lf there are any such other projects, the applicant

determines whether any of the effects from the construction of the pipeline will be

made worse or act to increase the environmental damage caused by similar effects of
other projects in the area. To be clear, only those effects that are additive or interact

with the effects that have already been identified as resulting from the pipeline

construction are to be considered under cumulative effects. lf the environmental

impacts are compounded, the applicant will, with the help of experts in the field,

determine whether these effects warrant mitigation measures such as alterations in

routing, timing of construction or other measures that can address the cumulative

impacts and the Board will review the adequacy of those measures.

One of the examples provided in the Guideline is forest cover. lf the clearing of a right-

of-way for the pipeline involves the cutting of a few trees, this may be a minor overall

effect on the environment. However, if the applicant is aware that a new subdivision is

being developed in the same area and that for this purpose, significant forest cover

would be removed, this could be an important consideration for the Board. The Board

would expect that the applicant would propose mitigation measures, if, for instance,

species of interest could be affected by cumulative impacts and this factor would,

along with the applicant's proposed mitigation measures, weigh into the Board's

determination of public interest. lt is important to note, however, that the identification

of a cumulative impact is not, in and of itself, necessarily fatal to an application. lt

would warrant further investigation by the Board so that the Board may satisfy itself
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that all reasonable measures are being taken to minimize or avoid the impacts and it

may lead to certain conditions being imposed upon an applicant during construction.

This is not to say that the cause of damaging effects of pipeline construction and the

other projects must be identical to be considered cumulative. For example, a

reduction in productivity of the soil can be caused by a number of factors such as

compaction, disturbance of watercourses, mixing of soil layers and removal of
vegetation. Each of these causes of soil degradation should be considered as

cumulative impacts on the soil. However, there must be some effect caused by the
pipeline construction itself to trigger an assessment of similar effects caused by other
projects.

ln this case, the applicants each identified minor and temporary environmental effects

arising out of the construction of the pipeline. The only other project that was identified

as being in the study area of the pipeline was the construction of the GEC generating

station. Mr. Muraca of SENES Consultants testified for GEC that:

"The impacts of the pipeline, as stated in the report, are basically from
construction impacts. They're minor. They're transitory, and, as I said in
the interrogatories, again, the only interaction it could have is an overlap
in construction time period between that and the proposed GEC."

ln respect of the cumulative effects of the pipeline and the GEC generating station, he

indicated that:

"Once, again, the pipeline, once the pipeline is operating and is in the
ground and has no air, land or water impacts. So the operation of the
pipeline is not an issue to be taken in consideration with the operation of
the GEC."

It is appropriate for the applicants to consider any cumulative (either additive or
interactive) effects between the pipeline construction and the construction and

operation of the GEC generating station but in this case, the environmental effects of
the power station that are raised by SEP and PWU, namely, air emissions, the taking

and discharge of water into the St. Clair River, and the loss of jobs and other socio-

economic impacts consequent on the closure of the Lambton generation station,

cannot be tied back to some effect of pipeline construction. ln our view, the fact that
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the existence of the pipeline will enable a certain end use to occur does not mean that
the environmental effects of that end use are within the realm of "cumulative effects"
as contemplated in the Board's Guideline. We are satisfied from the evidence before
us that the effects from the pipeline are minimal and the cumulative effects from the
construction of the generating station will only last for the duration of the construction
phase of the pipeline. These effects are different from the environmental effects
related to the operation of a GEC gas-fired generating station, which are not
cumulative with respect to the pipeline project in any respect.

(ii) Jurisdiction to Review Environmental Effects of the GEC generation station

The Board's jurisdiction over gas pipeline construction derives from the OEB Act and
Ihe Municipal Franchises Acf. Both these Acts prescribe a public interest test, but do
not provide criteria for assessing the public interest.

SEP and PWU cited case law from various Canadian jurisdictions that, in their view,
demonstrate that a tribunal with a broad public interest mandate can and should look
beyond the narrow scope of the specific environmental effects of the facility before it

for approval, and consider the environmental effects of construction connected to or
enabled by the facility under review: Bow Vallev Naturalists Societv v. Canada t20O1I
2 F.C. a61 (C.4.); Friends of the West Cou Assn v. Canada lMin. Fisheries and
Oceans) 31 C.E.L.R. (N.S.) 239 (Fed C.A.); Nakina (Township) v. Canadia National
Railwav Co. [1986] F.C.J. No.426 (C.A.); Québec (A.G) v. Canada (N.E.B.) t19941 1

S.C.R.159; Sumas Enerqv2lnc. v. National Enerqv Board (unrep.) Nov9,2005, Fed.
C.A. ln the Board's view, and as discussed below, the cited cases are
eitherdistinguishable from the situation before the Board or make points that are
instructive to the Board and are incorporated as indicated.

ln Bow Vallev Naturalists Societv v. Canada, Canadian Pacific Hotels proposed to
develop a meeting facility in Banff National Park and conducted an environmental
screening that was reviewed and approved by Parks Canada. The Bow Valley
Naturalists Society and Banff Environmental Action and Research Society launched a
judicial review of the Parks Canada decision based on the failure of the proponent to
include within the screening several future developments included in its Long Range
Plan and related to the meeting facility. ln reviewing the Parks Canada decision, the
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Federal Court of Canada found that the Superintendent's assessment and inclusion of
some of the aspects of the broader project within the cumulative effects analysis was
reasonable. ln the Board's view, this case takes a narrower view of cumulative effects
than the Board in respect of the application of its Guideline. As previously indicated,
the Board does require a consideration of the cumulative effects of the GEC
generating station in the context of the impacts of the pipeline construction and is
satisfied that the cumulative effects are minor or non-existent.

In Sumas Enerqv 2 lnc. v. National Enerqv Board a developer applied under
provisions of the National Energy Board Acf ("NEB Act") for a Certificate of Public
Conveníence and Necessity to construct an international power line connecting its
proposed generation station located in the U.S. to a substation located in British
Columbia. Ultimately, the Federal Court of Appeal did not interfere with the NEB's
decision that it had the jurisdiction to consider the environmental impact in Canada of
the power plant in the U.S. in the context of an application to construct the
international power line. This case can be distinguished from the case before this
Board.

Although the international power line itself would have been subject to an
environmental assessment pursuant to the Canadian Environmenfal Asses sment Act
('CEAA"), the power plant would not have undergone a similar assessment by a
Canadian entity. The NEB did have before it testimony from the U.S. environmental
review that concluded that the power plant was expected to emit more than BOO tons
of pollutants annually into the Fraser Valley air shed. The Board identified the negative
environmental impact in Canada stemming from the U.S. plant as a "relevant"

consideration in its decision. ln addition, the Federal Court of Appeal determined that
although there was a U.S. environmental assessment the NEB "...had to consider the
Canadian perspective. Both were seeking to advance their respective public interests,
which in this case did not coincide." (at par.27) This is important since in the present
case an environmental review process has been conducted in accordance with the
Ontario Environmenfal Assessment Acf and has been reviewed by the Ministry of the
Environment. lt is appropriate for the Board to defer to that Minister's expertise and

legislative mandate in respect of the GEC generating station and the Board recognizes
that the Minister has regard to the public interest in the province of Ontario.
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The case of Quebec (A.G) v. Canada (N.E.B.) dealt with the grant of licenses for the
export of electricity from Québec to New York and Vermont. The NEB granted the
licences subject to the completion of environmental assessments of future generation

facilities. The Supreme Court of Canada overturned the decision of the Federal Court
of Appeal holding that the NEB acted within its jurisdiction by considering the
environmental effects of the construction of future generating facilities. This case is

distinguishable on the basis that the legislation provides expansive powers to the NEB

in deciding whether or not to grant the licence. Specifically, the relevant section reads
as follows:

119.06(2) ln determining whether to make a recommendation, the Board

shall seek to avoid the duplication of measures taken in respect of the
exportation by the applicant and the government of the province from
which the electricity is expofied, and shall have regard to all
considerations that appear to it to be relevant, including

(b) fhe impact of the expoñation on the environment;

(d) such other consideration as may be specified in the regulations.

[Emphasis added]

It was, therefore, clearly within the NEB's jurisdiction to consider all relevant issues,
including environmental issues in the context of the export licence application.

It should also be noted that the NEB imposed the environmental assessment
conditions upon the licence because the environmental effects of the construction of
the future facilities were not known with certainty at the time the decision was made.

The Supreme Court of Canada went to some length to discuss the NEB's jurisdiction

vis-à-vis that of provincial regulators in terms of the environmental assessments of the
plants that would be built to export power. The court was careful to note that the
provinces would have jurisdiction over the environmental assessment of the plants but

that the NEB would still be concerned about the subset of environmental effects from
the plant stemming from the power generated for export. The court found that there
could be "co-existence of responsibility" for reviewing the environmental aspects of
exports.
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From this Board's perspective, this case is therefore, distinguishable because of the
NEB's express jurisdiction to consider the environmental aspects of the exports and
the fact that, although this is not expressly stated in the decision, it is implied that if an
environmental assessment had been available from the relevant environmental
assessment agency, the NEB would likely have used the conclusions of that
assessment to assist it in making its determination. ln this case this Board does have
the results of a completed environmental review process and is without the jurisdiction
or the desire to embark on a review of the process in relation to that assessment.

The case of Friends of the West Countrv Assn v. Canada lMin Fisheries and
Oceans) is not on all fours factually with the case before the Board but is instructive to
the present inquiry. The facts of the case involved a federal environmental assessment
under the CEAA of two bridges proposed to be constructed by a forestry company.
The federal environmental assessment was triggered as a result of water crossings
requiring permits under the Navþable Waters Protection Act. The Coast Guard was
the responsible authority for the purposes of advancing the environmental
assessment. Part of the case revolved around the application of sections 15(1), 5(3)
and 16(1 ) of the CEAA which read as follows:

15(1) The scope of the project in relation to which an environmental
assessment is to be conducted shall be determined by

(a) the responsible authority; or

15(3) Where a project is in relation to a physical work, an environmental
assessment shall be conducted in respect of every construction,
operation, modification, decommissionÍng, abandonment or other
undertaking in relation to that physical work that is proposed by the
proponent...

16(1) Every screening or comprehensive study of a project and every
mediation or assessment by a review panel shall include a consideration
of the following factors:

(a) the environmental effects of the project, including...any
cumulative environmental effects that are likely to result from the
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project in combination with other projects or activities that have
been or will be carried out;

A lower couñ judge had determined that section 15(3) of the CEAA required the Coast
Guard to include within the scope of the environmental assessment, the construction
of a road associated with the bridges that had already been approved by the Province
of Alberta Environmental Protection. On appeal, the Federal Court of Appeal
determined that the road should not be included and stated as follows:

The words "in relation to" in subsection 15(3) might be read in the
abstract to contemplate any construction, operation, modification,
decommissioning, abandonment or other undertaking that has any
connection, no matter how remote, to the physical work which is the
focus of the project as scoped. However, such an interpretation would
ignore the context of sections 15 and 16 and the logícal reason for the
words "in relation to" in subsection 15(3). The first contextual point is that
the responsible authority is required to scope the project under
subsection 15(1) This would be an unnecessary exercise if, under
subsection 15(3) every other construction, operation, modification,
decommissioning, abandonment or other undertaking that had even a

remote connection to the project had to be the subject of the
environmental assessment. second, paragraph 16(1X1) provides for a
cumulative effects analysis taking account of the project as scoped under
subsection 15(1) in combínation with other projects or activities that have
been orwill be carried out. This portion of paragraph 1o(1)(a) would be
redundant if projects or activities outside the project scoped under
subsection 15(1) had to be considered under subsection 15(3).

This finding is relevant to the Board's inquiry for several reasons

First, it is important to note that this appeal occurred entirely within the context of an
environmental assessment conducted pursuant to the CEAA. There was no issue with
an entity other than the entity charged with approving or rejecting environmental
assessments conducting an environmental assessment for a project outside of its
jurisdiction.
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Second, there is no provision within the OEB Act or any regulation or guideline
(including the Board's Environmental Guideline) made pursuant thereto, that is in any
way similar to section 15(3) of the CEAA. Even with the existence of the requirements
mandated by section 15(3) of the CEAA, in this case, the Federal Court of Appeal was
not prepared to find that a project initiated by the same entity and linked to the project

for which the environmental assessment was being sought, could be rolled-in to the
larger project and require a broader environmental assessment. lt is imporlant to note
that the Federal Court made this finding in spite of the fact that the regulator in this
case clearly had the authority to conduct an assessment of the related project.

Finally, the Federal Court made reference to the cumulative effects provisions of
CEAA and the interpretation and rationale for that section. lmportantly, the Federal

Court of Appeal later agreed with the lower court's decision that the Coast Guard had

erred in excluding from its consideration the cumulative effects from other projects,

including the road, in conducting its cumulative effects analysis.

This case, therefore, supports the Board's position that the applicants are required to
conduct a cumulative effects analysis of other projects within the study area of the
pipeline but that this analysis is not tantamount to conducting a new environmental
assessment of those other projects and in no way confers upon the Board the
jurisdiction to review any existing assessment.

The Board's mandate is set out in Section 96(1) of the OEB Act which provides that

lf, after considering an application under section 90, 91 or 92 the Board
is of the opinion that the construction, expansion or reinforcement of the
proposed work is in the public interest, it shall make an order granting

leave to carry out the work.

ln this case, the proposed work is the construction of a pipeline, not of an electricity
generation station.

ln the Board's view, the law is clear that jurisdiction on environmental matters
associated with the power station falls under the Environmenfal Asse ssment Act
administered by the Ministry of the Environment, and not with the Ontario Energy
Board. The process under the provincial EnvironmentalAssessment Act in relation to
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the GEC generating station has been concluded. During the hearing, GEC filed a

letter from the Minister declining the elevation request made by SEP and PWU. SEP
and PWU argued that refusal by the Minister of the Environment to elevate the GEC
generating station project from the requirements of an environmental screening to
those of an individual environmental assessment means that there will have been no
proper environmental assessment of the GEC generating plant and that this makes it
even more incumbent on the Board to undertake such a review as it is now the only
authority that could undertake or order the assessment. However, a denial of an
elevation request to carry out a full environmental assessment does not confer
jurisdiction in the Board to undertake a further environmental assessment of the
station. For the Board to engage in the kind of review argued by SEP and PWU would
be to exceed our jurisdiction.

The Board finds that an assessment of the environmental and socio-economic effects
of the construction and operation of the GEC generating station are outside the scope
of its jurisdiction, with the exception of the narrower issue of "cumulative effects" as
outlined above.

The Guideline, as it is a statement of Board policy, does not prohibit the Board from
looking into matters that may be relevant and practical under given circumstances.
This does not mean however that the Board can consider matters that are clearly
outside its jurisdiction.

SEP and PWU are in effect asking the Board to engage in an environmental review
associated with the use of the energy or the product or service. ln addition to the
jurisdictional problems inherent in undertaking a review of the environmental effects of
the end use of the gas flowing through a pipeline, there are practical problems.

ln general, the gas pipeline construction proposals reviewed by the Board are not tied
to a single end use. ln some cases, the load which drives the initial need for a pipeline

changes or disappears and other loads are served. lt would be highly impractical for
the Board to attempt to assess the environmental impacts of loads to be served by a
gas pipeline. As a matter of general policy, it would be undesirable to find that the
Board's public interest mandate under section 96 of the OEB Act requires such an
assessment. lf the Board thought that cumulative impacts should involve the end-use
of the energy, it would have said so in its Guideline or would have provided guidance
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to address such complications and impracticalities that arise from that interpretation of
cumulative impacts.

The proceeding revealed that the intervention and interests of SEP and PWU were out
of scope.

Conclusions

The environmental reports filed by the applicants identified some minor environmental
effects along the construction corridor, and proposed measures for their mitigation.
We find that the environmental reports, including their assessment of cumulative
effects, are adequate, given the nature of the construction proposed. However, in
future, the Board will require that applicants ensure that the consulting reports they
sponsor also depict, or at least repeat or summarize, the analysis and findings on
cumulative effects separately for an easier review by the Board and intervenors. The
presentation of the cumulative impacts in the SENES Consultants report could have
been better organized.

We find the environmental impacts associated with each of the proposed pipelines
acceptable. The Board will require that GEC and Union comply with the
recommendations for environmental protection and mitigation recommended by their
respective environmental consultants. This condition is included in the respective
Conditions of Approval for each applicant appended to this decision.

d) Are there any outstanding landowner matters for each pipeline proposal?
ln a leave to construct application for a gas pipeline, the applicant must satisfy the
Board that it has offered or will offer to each owner of land affected by the approved
route or location an agreement in a form approved by the Board.

On the evidence, the Board approves the agreement forms that have been provided to
the affected landowners by both applicants and finds that there are no outstanding
matters in this regard, except as follows. GEC shall update the Board as to whether it

intends to withdraw the stayed section 101 application or to reactivate it.

Walpole lsland First Nation ("WlFN) intervened in these proceedings because it has
four land claims that it asseds are affected by the proposed GEC generation station
and by the gas pipelines proposed by the two applicants. lt provided pre-filed and oral
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evidence and made submissions. Walpole's intervention was driven by its concern

about the consultation and accommodation process for matters affecting First Nations.

During its oral submission, WIFN advised that it had reached an agreement with GEC

to address WIFN's concerns about the impacts of the proposed project; it did not

disclose the nature of that agreement.

WIFN reported that Union indicated that it intends to reach agreement with WIFN over
its concerns if Union is successful in its application. ln that regard, WIFN asked that

the Board impose a condition upon Union that in the event that Union receives leave to

construct the pipeline, it must negotiate an agreement with WIFN to address the

impacts of the pipeline on its land claims. Union responded that while it fully expects

to reach an agreement with WIFN regarding the proposed pipeline, it viewed the

condition as strict and unnecessary. Union noted that, should the Board find that such

condition is necessary and order it, Union might have to come back to the Board for
relief if there is no agreement reached.

We note that the first stage of the archaeological assessment indicated that there is a
moderate possibility of archaeological sites that may be impacted by Union's proposed

route and that therefore a stage 2 assessment will be conducted. Union stated that it
would welcome paÉicipation from WIFN during that assessment. On the basis of the

evidence and testimony, we find the language of the proposed condition to be too

broad and strict, and, we believe, unnecessary. lt would place Union in the difficult
position of having to reach an agreement if it did not wish to risk a delay in the final

determination of its application for leave to construct. This is not only a Union matter.

It is also a public interest matter. ln the result, rather than the proposed condition, the

Board is prepared to impose a condition that Union shall involve a representative

designated by the WIFN in the stage 2 archaeological assessment of the pipeline

route. Union shall also provide to the Board the results of the stage 2 assessment

and indicate whether there are outstanding matters in respect of that assessment.

This condition is included in the Conditions of Approval appended to this decision.

A general issue raised by WIFN is that the Ontario Energy Board needs to put in place

a policy to deal with situations where the Board's decisions could impact

constitutionally-protected First Nations rights and for which consultation with First

Nations is required. ln support of its position, WIFN referred to findings of the courts
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about the duty to consult and commented how these should be reflected in the Board's

work.

ln WIFN's view, while the Ontario Energy Board does not need to undertake direct

consultation with First Nations in reviewing applications brought before it, the Board

does have a responsibility to ensure that it receives the appropriate evidence that

consultation has occurred. WIFN filed a public communiqué from the National Energy

Board, dated August 3, 2005, in which the NEB acknowledged that the NEB's policy

on consultation with First Nations needed to be revisited to reflect current law.

We note that WIFN is not asking the Board to put into place a new policy based on the

record of this particular proceeding. Rather, WIFN is asking the Board to start a

process to develop a policy regarding consultation with First Nations and to consult
with First Nations as to what that consultation process ought to be. The Board agrees

that the matter of creating a Board polícy needs to be reviewed, and the Board will do

so.

e) ls GEC a competent builder and operator for the proposed pipeline?

The Board has a responsibility to ensure applicants in leave to construct cases have

the financial and operational ability to build and operate the proposed facilities in a
safe and reliable manner.

Enbridge submitted that the Board should concern itself with a financial challenge that

GEC may be facing. The purported challenge is based on a public report of the

financial difficulties currently being experienced by Calpine Corporation.

Through its subsidiaries, Calpine Corporation will be acting as the lead in developing

and operating the project. Evidence provided by GEC indicates that the current

financial difficulty being experienced by Calpine Corporation should not have a direct

impact on the financial wherewithal of GEC, the applicant. Testimony of Mr.

Wendelgass, witness for GEC, under cross examination from Endbridge Gas

Distribution, indicated that the financial challenges of Calpine Corporation had been

considered by the partners in GEC.

"Calpine's financial troubles are Calpine's to resolve, but they're not necessarily
of relevance to Greenfield Energy Centre because of the structures that
Greenfield Energy Centre has in place to deal with those kinds of risks, which
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the partners have recognized from very early on."

Since the time of the hearing, it is on the public record that Calpine Corporation has

filed for bankruptcy protection. This does not change the Board's acceptance that

GEC's application should be assessed on the partnership's own merits as testified by

Mr. Wendelgass.

The Board's interest in ensuring that GEC has the financial ability to build and operate

the pipeline for which it is requesting leave to construct is also addressed in the single

purpose nature of the pipeline. The reliance of the GEC generation facility on the
pipeline for its operation marries the investment and risk mitigation objectives of the

two projects. lf the construction of the generation plant does not proceed, then the
pipeline will not be built.

/ We do find however that there remains the issue of competency.

ln seeking leave to construct a gas pipeline that will be a physical bypass of the

distributor with a franchise in the territory, GEC has submitted evidence on its
capabilities to build and operate the pipeline as well as procure and manage the

supply of the gas to the GEC generation plant.

The supply of gas to the generating facility will be an ongoing concern of the

generation plant operation regardless of ownership. lf Calpine's experience in
procuring and managing gas supply is not available to the GEC partnership, the risk

rests with the partnership. The price paid to GEC under the CES contract will not

change. However, the safe and reliable operation and maintenance of the pipeline

remains a public concern regardless of ownership and is therefore of importance to the

Board.

Based on GEC's submission, GEC has yet to identify the entity that it will engage for

the pipeline operation and maintenance. Options cited were to use trained personnel

from the GEC generation plant itself or contract for services with local experienced

service providers. ln any event, GEC recognized that it, as the applicant, is

responsible for the ongoing operation and maintenance of the pipeline. ln

demonstrating its capacity to fulfil its responsibility, GEC relied on evidence pointing to
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its relation to Calpine Corporation and the Calpine experience in these types of

undertakings.

We find that the GEC partnership, as it existed at the time of the hearing, has

demonstrated that it is competent to build and operate the proposed gas pipeline in a
reliable and safe manner. However, Calpine's financial challenges, acknowledged by

GEC at the hearing and confirmed since with Calpine's filing for bankruptcy protection,

create a real possibility that the roles of the existing partners in GEC could change.

We therefore find that it would be in the public interest to attach a condition to the

approval of GEC's application that enables the Board to receive information and

review the capabilities of any new participants in the project that will bear responsibility

for the construction or operation of the pipeline. This is a Board matter and any

material changes noted above shall be filed with the Board for its review and shall not

necessarily constitute a re-opening of the hearing.

f) ls GEC's bypass application in the public interest?
Physical bypass in Ontario's natural gas sector refers to the construction and use of a
facility other than that of the distributor with a franchise to distribute gas in the territory.

This is distinguishable from economic bypass, a situation where a customer may seek

and obtain a bypass competitive rate from the utility with the approval of the Board.

GEC's application is for physical bypass.

Section 90 of the OEB Act, which deals with matters of leave to construct a

hydrocarbon line, refers to a "person" that may seek an order of the Board. A person

may be other than a distributor. While the incumbent distributor may have a high

expectation of being the only entity to construct and serve in its franchise area, it does

not have an absolute right.

Over the years, the Board has dealt with many applicants seeking bypass status,

mostly in pursuit of a bypass competitive rate. Some were successful, others were

not. ln all cases the Board considered these applications from a public interest

perspective and will do so in this application.

The public interest issue before the Board is whether GEC should be allowed to build

its own pipeline interconnection with Vector, thereby bypassing the Union distribution
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system, giving consideration to the circumstances that apply in this specific case. ln

considering this issue the Board takes as its starting point its conclusion in EBRO 410-

11411-11412-1, in which it stated:

The Board is of the opinion that a general policy opposing bypass is not in the

public interest. The Board will consider each application for bypass on its
individual merits. The Board does not consider it appropriate to limit its
consideration of any specific application at this time. ln reaching this

conclusion, the Board relies on a very broad definition of the public interest.

ln that Decision, the Board went on to identify a number of criteria to be considered in

assessing applications for bypass. These criteria have been used in subsequent Board

decisions dealing with applications for bypass since the EBRO 410-11411-11412-l

Decision.

These criteria are:

L CosVeconomic factors related to the applicant, the utility, and the utility's other

customers

2. The type of bypass (single or multiple customers; incremental or existing load)

3. The duration of the bypass (will the end-user return to the LDC)

4. Safety and environmental factors

5. Rate-making alternatives and other rate-making options

6. Public policy

7. Other factors relevant to the specific application

ln our view, these criteria form a useful framework in which to consider the public

interest aspects of GEC's application.

1. Cost/Economic Factors
Under this criterion, we will consider the impact on GEC, the impact on Union and the

impact on Union's ratepayers.

lmpact on GEC

GEC claimed that through operating its own interconnection with Vector, it will be able

to

(i) pay a lower price than if it is served by Union; and
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(ii) have greater flexibility, control and more effective access to competitive

upstream services than is available from Union, which would provide greater

flexibility, and greater control over future costs.

With respect to price, GEC testified that Union's T1 firm service that would apply to

GEC is more expensive than alternative services on Vector, but acknowledged that

this comparison was illustrative only, and did not provide precise evidence as to the

price differential or the precise services GEC will use. Union and others argued that

there is not sufficient evidence to determine the price differential between the GEC

proposal and service on Union. Many parties believed that this comparison was

integral to establishing the credibility of GEC as a bypass candidate and that the lack

of this evidence was grounds for denying the application.

Beyond direct cost comparisons of building the pipeline as opposed to being served by

Union, GEC argued that building its pipeline will provide it with greater flexibility and

greater control over its costs over the life of the overall project. GEC testified that it

wants direct access to competitive services through operating in the wholesale market

on its own in order to ensure the efficient operation of the plant, and that it values the

ability to manage its own services and the flexibility to make changes over time. Union

countered that as negotiations between it and GEC ended, the only disagreement was

around price, not services or flexibility.

We find that it is not necessary for GEC to establish the cost differential precisely.

GEC has provided credible evidence that the cost of transportation service to its facility

will be less if it self-serves, and that it will have greater control over long term costs,

flexibility and access to competitive upstream services than if it were to use Union's

current firm service offerings. This does not mean that a cost comparison is not

necessary in an application for physical bypass. To find so would mean that the Board

was abrogating its responsibility to ensure that an application for physical bypass is

economically rational. ln the case of comparing service on Union and services on

Vector, the precise cost differences can not be known until negotiations are complete

and a contract (or contracts) is signed. This uncertainty is not a reason to deny GEC's

application, because it does not give rise to the same adverse effect as in a bypass

competitive rate application. ln a bypass competitive rate application, the Board must

ensure that the rate is no lower than necessary and must therefore have precise
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information regarding the bypass alternative. The same risk does not arise in this

application, because it is for physical bypass and not for a bypass competitive rate.

ln the case of physical bypass, this risk is self-correcting. lf the application is
approved and GEC does bypass, then it will be because it is more cost effective to do

so (in terms of price, flexibility, control and access to competitive upstream services)
than to take service from Union. lf GEC were to determine that bypass is not
genuinely more cost effective than service from Union, given the possibility that Union

may still be in a position to make further offers even if GEC's application is approved,

then it is highly probable that GEC will instead negotiate for service from Union. To

the extent that the service is negotiated within the parameters of Union's approved
rates, then a special rate application will not be required.

Many parties criticized GEC's testimony that the GEC plant may not be built if the

application is denied, as the project's partners will need to reassess the situation.

Some parties characterized this as a threat and as disrespectful to the Board. They
urged the Board to conclude that the threat was not credible. We note that GEC has

not testified that the plant will not be built if the application is denied. The fact that
there is a risk that the plant will not be built is not a reason to approve the application.

However, even if we were certain that the plant would be built if the application were
denied, that would not be a sufficient reason to deny the application. Consequently,

the risk associated with the plant not being built has not influenced our conclusions on

this application.

GEC testified that it had included the costs of connecting to and using Vector in its
CES bid. Similarly, we do not find this factor directly determinative for the application.

This was a risk which GEC took; it is not a reason to approve the application. We do

observe, however, that this factor demonstrates GEC's commitment to attempt to meet

the expected return it assumed in a competitive process, and enhances GEC's

credibility that it in fact intends to construct the facilities.

lmpact on Union

Union testified that approval of GEC's application could have adverse impacts on its
long term planning and the rational development of the gas system and on its cost of
capital and access to financing. lf the GEC application is approved, Union will be

deprived of the investment on which it would have had an opportunity to earn a return.
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Those opposing GEC's application supported Union's evidence on the adverse

consequences of approving GEC's application. ln our view, the approval of GEC's
application will not significantly undermine Union's expectations regarding the

likelihood of it serving customers in its franchise area. As Union itself acknowledged, it

does not have an absolute right to serye. There is no evidence that the approval of

one physical bypass application changes that presumption fundamentally.

With respect to system planning, Union maintained that it cannot plan the system

rationally if it does not retain its high expectation that it will serye new loads in its
franchise area. We observe that system expansions, if they are to serve one

customer, are invariably supported by a contract, and if they are for general system

growth, then they are not dependent upon a single customer.

With respect to cost of capital and access to financing, Union acknowledged that the

impact will be a function of how capital markets interpret the Board's decision. We

note that the GEC application is being considered within the traditional bypass

framework, and the risk of physical bypass has always existed. That risk is being

realized in this case, but there is no direct or immediate adverse impact on

shareholders or investors, and there are no stranded assets.

We do agree that these long-term, indirect factors are potential concerns. However,

these risks are more speculative than the assessment of the short term impact, which

is limited to Union's foregone return on the assets that would be used to serve GEC.

Also, these long-term risks arise from subsequent applications, not the GEC

application itself. More importantly, though, the adverse impacts can largely be

managed by the Board and the utilities. Specifically, as we will discuss further below,

the Board concludes that it is in the public interest to allow GEC the oppodunity to

bypass Union's distribution service because the Board is not convinced that Union's

distribution seryice, as presently structured, provides GEC with the control, flexibility

and access to competitive upstream services that GEC requires. We believe that this

case has not exhausted the review of the adequacy of distribution services in Ontario

to meet the requirements of customers with requirements similar to GEC's. That

review will be conducted in the Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review (or NGEIR)

proceeding. Union (and Enbridge) will have the opportunity in that proceeding to

propose alternative services to meet these requirements.
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lmpact on Union Ratepavers

Two potential ratepayer impacts were identified. First, if GEC is allowed to bypass,
then Union's other customers will not receive the benefit of GEC's contribution to

system costs. Second, if GEC is allowed to bypass, then Union might lose $29 million
in existing margin if other similarly situated customers bypass or get bypass
competitive rates.

GEC argued that there is no direct adverse impact on Union's ratepayers if GEC's
application is granted. Union, and others, countered that the impact of lost revenues
and the associated contribution to system costs, is an important consideration. lf GEC
took service from Union, it would lower rates for other Union customers. As a Union
T1 customer, GEC would make a significant contribution to system costs - based on
firm T1 rates, the Net Present Value of the pipeline project is over $46 million and the
Profitability lndex is over 10. GEC characterized this as a cross-subsidy from GEC to
Union's ratepayers; others characterized it as a contribution to system costs.

We agree that customers who are connected to the utility system should contribute to
system costs. However, the rates must be just and reasonable. There would be a
benefit to other ratepayers if GEC takes service from Union, but this benefit might be

the result of providing a service which does not meet the needs of GEC. We note that
if the application is approved, the indirect adverse impact on other ratepayers is
balanced by a direct benefit to GEC. Rates for other customers will not increase as a
result of approving GEC's application, but GEC's ability to control it costs, to operate
flexibly and have more effective access to competitive upstream services will be

enhanced. We find that the adverse impact of foregone revenues is not as great as
the adverse impact of lost revenues, and that therefore this case can be distinguished
from other potential applications by the fact that GEC is an incremental load.

With respect to the potential margin loss, Union identified $29 million as the upper limit
and was careful to acknowledge that it did not believe the full impact would come
about. One approval to bypass does not necessarily result in a flood of similar
applications. IGUA submitted that if GEC's application is approved, then all large

volume gas users should be entitled to similar authorizations. We find that such a

sweeping conclusion would be contrary to the Board's historic and continued approach
to consider bypass on a case-by-case basis, considering all the circumstances. ln the
case of a bypass competitive rate application, the Board will have to carefully consider
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the public interest issues with respect to a special rate in situations where the

customer has been served on the posted rate, apparently satisfactorily, for some time.

2. Type ofBypass
The issue arises as to whether there is duplication of facilities and/or stranded assets

associated with granting the GEC application. The concern regarding stranded assets

is primarily a financial one, while the concern about duplication of facilities is grounded

in environmental and economic efficiency concerns. ln this case, the issue of stranded

assets does not arise.

On the issue of duplication of assets, Union took the position that there will be

duplication because it already has an interconnection with Vector and that those

facilities were constructed at least in part because of expected gas-fired power

generation in the area. Union characterized it as a loss of efficiency. Union also

suggested that there would be duplication of facilities if it were necessary to add

facilities in the Sarnia area for future load growth, that might othen¡rise be unnecessary

if Union were to build the GEC pipeline. GEC countered that Union's evidence is that

Union's interconnection with Vector was driven by issues of system stability in the area

for all customers and that it might have been sized to accommodate some additional
growth, but not the addition of a 1000 Megawatt plant in the area.

While we accept that there is a potential risk related to future duplication and reduced

efficiency, it is speculative in nature, and not material. There is no evidence as to the

timing and extent of future load growth in the area, nor is it certain that Union's
proposed facilities to serve GEC would be sufficient to serve that future load. We

conclude that any potential adverse impact is not of sufficient significance to deny

GEC's application. With respect to the immediate duplication of facilities, this is limited

to the Union-Vector interconnect and we are of the view that potential adverse impact

in terms of environmental and economic efficiency concerns is not such that it would

warrant denying the application.

The concerns of parties in respect of the impact of duplication on the rational

development of the distribution system focused on the long term effect, not of the GEC

application in isolation, but rather in combination with likely future applications. The

Board must necessarily be cautious when arriving at conclusions regarding future
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impacts - both positive and negative - of as yet unmade applications and possible

developments. lt is Union's and the Board's responsibility to ensure that these
developments as they occur do not yield adverse outcomes.

Our conclusion on this issue is based on a case specific analysis. lf other customers
were to seek to bypass Union, the issues related to the duplication of facilities and the

stranding of assets may be more significant.

3. Duration of the Bypass
GEC has applied to build facilities dedicated for the plant, and the plant has a 2}-year
contract with the OPA. GEC may still contract for services on Union, which we note

would mitigate the "notional" cost shifting associated with the bypass. No issues were
raised in this area, and we conclude that there is no particular impact on the public

interest related to this criterion.

4. Safety and Environmental Factors
Elsewhere in this decision, we have addressed the safety and environmental concerns
arising from the construction and operation of the GEC pipeline. We do not need to
consider those issues further here.

5. Rate-making alternatives to bypass and other rate-making options
The Board described the significance of this criterion in its decision in EBRO 410-
11411-11412-) as follows: "Bypass is a question of competing economic benefits.

Potential rate-making solutions must be considered as alternatives to ensure that the
public interest is fully protected." ln coming to thís conclusion, the Board made the
fol lowi ng observation:

The major question that underlies the entire discussion on bypass is how well is
regulation working in determining utility prices that are appropriate for the
changing circumstances in Ontario. Bypass as a circumstance is economically
motivated and likely unnecessary if rates are properly determined using sound

regulatory principles.

The evidence is that GEC has undertaken negotiations with Union for both T1 firm and

T1 interruptible services. However, a mutually acceptable arrangement has not been

achieved. GEC has indicated that even if its application is approved, it will make its
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decision on commercial grounds and is prepared to continue discussions with Uníon in

this regard. Union testified that it offered GEC the lowest unitized rate on its system
and submitted that to go lower would have compromised its principles and would not
be consistent with its practices. Union did not provide evidence as to the specific rate
offered to GEC. Rather, it relied on qualitative descriptions of the factors surrounding
negotiations.

There was much discussion in the hearing and in the submissions on the issue of
postage stamp rates. Union's position is that bypass is completely antithetical to
postage stamp rates. The Board continues to support the principle of postage stamp
rates, but does not conclude that the approval of GEC's application would undermine
that principle. An important foundation for postage stamp rates is the appropriate
determination of a class and the accurate allocation of costs to that class. An equally

important consideration is that customers should be entitled to receive the services
they require and the tariff should reflect those services appropriately.

We find that the evidence and submissions in this case suggest that loads such as

GEC (in terms of size and requirements for flexibility) may warrant a different class, or
different set of seryices, than the T1 rate class as currently structured. This is

supported by recent developments as well as parties' submissions in this proceedíng.
Specifically,

. The Board directed Union to investigate this possibility in RP-2003-0063, and
although in this proceeding Union filed the report prepared pursuant to that
Board directive, this hearing was not constituted to address that issue directly,
and the report was not tested.

. Board staff, in its report on the Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review has

recommended that the Board examine services provided to power generators

and similar gas consumers. The Board has subsequently confirmed that this
issue will be addressed.

. Enbridge submitted that consideration should be given to developing new
more flexible services for power generation customers and argued that
ratemaking responses are the best response to changing market conditions,
noting that this reflected the Board's comments in EBRO 410-11411-|,1412-1.
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. VECC submitted that Union should be ordered to negotiate a more flexible
rate with GEC and that new rate class options for both Union and Enbridge

should be examined in the Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review.

. CCC opposed GEC's application, but it was not entirely satisfied with Union's

approach in administering the T1 rate in that it in effect acts as a gatekeeper

for investments in the electricity sector.
. Union, in its reply argument, acknowledged that there should be a tariff

solution as an alternative to bypass.

We believe there may be a ratemaking alternative to GEC's bypass solution, one that
is grounded in class-based postage stamp ratemaking. The public interest would be

served if Union were able to negotiate a just and reasonable rate and package of
services which met the needs of GEC. However, Union was not able to bring fonruard

an alternative which was acceptable to GEC at this time. The issue is whether there is
an onus on GEC to put fon¡vard a tariff alternative. We do not think so. Such an

approach would be burdensome and costly for a non-utility applicant. Union itself
acknowledged its responsibility for ensuring that its tariff meets its customer needs.

Enbridge took the position that new types of services may be needed, but suggested

that this should be pursued through the Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review and

that this application should not pre-empt that consideration. We agree with Enbridge

that other gas-fired power generators (and other gas consumers with similar

requirements) may well require flexibility regardless of location and that a tariff review

is appropriate. We note that the Board has confirmed already that the Natural Gas

Electricity lnterface Review will address this issue. The question is whether GEC

should be required to await that review. We think not. We remain satisfied that GEC's

application must be decided now on its own merits, and we find that it is in the public

interest to approve it. However, now that the scope of the Natural Gas Electricity

lnterface Review proceeding is better defined, the Board does not expect to decide

any other bypass applications prior to the results of that proceeding. lt must be

emphasized that the approval of GEC's by-pass is being granted in a transitional state.

Following the Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review, we expect distributors'tariffs to

be more robust against bypass. The Board intends to bring this transition to a close

as soon as possible.

6. Public policy
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Two areas of public and regulatory policy were raised during the proceeding

. the regulatory compact
o en€rgy markets, in particular the electricity market

The Requlatorv Compact

Union argued that the regulatory compact consists of the following components

. the utility's obligation to serue

. the high expectation of the right to serve

. the opportunity to earn a fair return

We note that Union agreed that a utility does not have an absolute right to serve all

customers in its franchise area. Likewise, the obligation to serve is not absolute, but is

subject to economic feasibility. The main factor, though, is that whatever the balance

between the right to serve and the obligation to serve, the utility is afforded the

opportunity to earn a fair return on its existing investments. There has been no

suggestion in this proceeding that that fundamental tenet will be compromised.

While Union acknowledged that it does not have an absolute right to serve, its position

is that it should serve in all but the most exceptional circumstances. For Union, the

standard or threshold for allowing bypass should be "special harm" or "exceptional

circumstances", mainly associated with the customer having to cancel a project or

shutting an existing facility. GEC, on the other hand, argued that Union's position

regarding the threshold is not correct as the concepts of "special harm" or "exceptional

circumstances" are not supported by the legislation. ln particular, GEC pointed out
that section 90 of the OEB Act refers to "person", not gas distributor, and section 96

refers to public interest, not special circumstances.

We do not agree completely with GEC in this regard. Given the history and

development of the natural gas distribution system, there is a high burden of proof for

a customer to bypass the distribution system. That being said, we do not agree with

Union that GEC must demonstrate a "special harm" in order to qualify for bypass.

Rather, the case to be met, as in all physical bypass or bypass competitive rate

applications is the public interest under the given circumstances. We would also note

that Union does not have a right to monopoly protection for competitive services. ln

other words, GEC's evidence is that the key concern it has with Union's T1 service is
that it impedes access to competitive upstream services, especially storage and load
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balancing services. Customers on Union's T1 service have less effective access to
those services than do customers directly served by Vector. lt is in the public interest
for customers to have access to the seruices they require. ln this case, GEC cannot
currently access adequate services from Union. lt is therefore in the public interest to
allow GEC to pursue those services directly through the option of bypassing Union.

Appropriately designed distribution services can be designed to be robust against
bypass. The same cannot be said about competitive services that are bundled with
distri bution services.

We must still consider whether the granting of GEC's application is contrary to the
regulatory compact. We think not, given that all parties recognize that the right to

serve is not absolute. The Board has always indicated that bypass was a possibility.

Does the fact that one has been granted somehow make others more likely? Again,
we think not. Union has some control given its ability to develop rates which address
the economic drivers for bypass. We note that if Union developed suitable services, it
would reduce the economic incentive to seek bypass and enhance Union's position in
asserting its right to serve, thereby reducing the likelihood of the Board approving a

bypass or bypass competitive rate. The Board retains ultimate control through the
exercise of its jurisdictions regarding bypass and rate setting.

Given the continued practice of case-by-case decision making for bypass, we
conclude that the regulatory compact is not adversely affected by the granting of this
application.

Energv Markets

Union, VECC and Enbridge argued that the Board's legislated electricity objectives are

not relevant to this application and only the gas objectives are relevant. CCC on the
other hand submitted that the Board must take account of the impact on electricity.
GEC argued that the Board can take account of its electricity objectives in gas matters.

ln its view, the list of objectives for gas matters would not have been intended to result
in the Board ignoring other relevant considerations.

Bypass cases have always been case specific examinations, involving an enquiry into

the specific circumstances of the customer in question and a broad assessment of the
public interest. ln this case the customer is an electricity generator. Some parlies
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suggested that the Board should examine only the economic circumstances of the

customer, but not the broader circumstances related to its end use.

Our decision to grant GEC's application is based on the requirements which GEC has

demonstrated it requires and our finding that Union's current services do not meet

those requirements. No special consideration has been given to GEC because it is an

electricity generator. We did not also need to assess GEC's applications within the

Board's electricity objectives. The Board is concerned with ensuring all gas customers

have the opportunity to receive services which they require and which allow them to
operate as cost effectively as possible. While the integration of the gas and electricity
markets makes it particularly important for generators to be able to control

transportation and related service costs over the long term, there may be other
customers who require the same type of control, flexibility and access to competitive

upstream services.

We therefore conclude that it is in the public interest to allow GEC the option to
operate as economically efficiently and cost effectively as possible by having as much
flexibility, control, and access to competitive upstream services as possible. This

consideration is important given the uncertainty of future market conditions and

uncertainty regarding operating parameters. This conclusion is grounded in GEC's
status as a potential gas consumer and market participant, not on the basis that it is a
generator in the Ontario electricity market.

Some parties noted that if the GEC application were granted, this might represent

discrimination against other power generators or would create a precedent for other
power generators. Similarly, IGUA submitted that there should be no special

regulatory treatment for a large volume customer on the basis of end use as this would

be discriminatory. The principle of case-by-case consideration of bypass and bypass

competitive rate applications has always allowed for the potential for discrimination;

the issue is whether the result is undue discrimination and therefore not in the public

interest. Determination of that requires individual assessment of each applicant, again

on a case-by-case basis. We conclude from the evidence and testimony that not all

generators, or large volume customers, will necessarily have the same level of
economic motivation as GEC and that if Union develops a rate and services which

meet their needs, the motivation to bypass will be addressed. We note that to the

extent that a new tariff is developed, customers will be eligible based on their load
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characteristics, not their end use. No other generators, or large volume customers,
have pursued a bypass application to the same degree as GEC. We cannot conclude
now that there would be undue discrimination.

7. Other factors relevant to the specific application
There was some discussion during the proceeding regarding the potential analogy
between gas bypass and electricity bypass. GEC raised this analogy in support of its
application, but Union submitted that the evidence was not sufficient for the Board to
conclude that the analogy was valid and that therefore consistent treatment was
warranted. We note that Union did not address in any detail why the analogy is not
appropriate. ln any event, we do not have the evidence necessary to make a

conclusion on this point, and therefore it has not been considered in the overall
determination of the application.

Gonclusions
We find that the public interest would not be well served if we deny GEC's application.
It is in the public interest for gas customers to have access to the services they
require. ln this case, GEC cannot currently access adequate services from Union. lt
is therefore in the public interest to allow GEC to pursue those services directly
through the option of bypassing Union. At the same time, Union and other parties

have not established that Union or its other customers would suffer direct harm in the
event that GEC's application is approved. Moreover, GEC's application is credible.
Therefore we find GEC's application to be in the public interest and will approve it.

We believe that it is possible for Union to develop a tariff solution for customers of the
size and needs of GEC to permit the utility's offerings to be more robust against

bypass. lt is within the control of Union and the Board to manage the longer term,
more speculative impacts arising from this transitional decision, beginning with the
pending Natural Gas Electricity lnterface Review proceeding. lt is not in the public

interest in this case however to require GEC to await the resolution of an appropriate
tariff in the NGEIR proceeding.

g) Should one or both applications be approved and what should the conditions
of approval be?

The competing applications are for a natural gas pipeline to serve the same potential

load. Our findings on the two applications can be summarized as follows. lf a power
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generating station is built at the proposed location, there is clearly a need for a pipeline

to serve the power plant. There are no negative rate implications for Union's
customers, if Union builds the pipeline. There are no outstanding matters from the
perspective of the Ontario Pipeline Coordination Committee with respect the
environmental reports commissioned by both applicants. The environmental impacts
associated with the proposed competing pipelínes are found by the Board to be

acceptable and there are no outstanding landowner matters for either pipeline

proposal. Union is known to be a competent builder and operator of gas pipelines.

The Calpine group of companies that will be building and operating the GEC pipeline

under contacts with GEC are also experienced builders and operators of pipelines in

many jurisdictions in the United States. The applications of Union and GEC are

credible and in the public interest.

Whether there is a high or low probability that GEC and Union will come to an

arrangement whereby the power plant may become Union's customer, we must allow
for that. We conclude therefore that it is in the public interest to approve both

applications, subject to the normal conditions the Board imposes for such applications

and certain other specific conditions in the case of GEC that flow from our findings in

this decision. These conditions are attached as appendix 5 and 6 for GEC and Union,

respectively.

Naturally, the approval for Union's application is non-operative if it does not have the

GEC power plant as a customer. A key condition therefore for Union is that it must

contract to provide service to the GEC plant whether owned by GEC or another entity,

as long as the power plant is in the same location and requires the same proposed

pipeline, both in terms of size and route.

With respect to the approval of GEC's application, as noted earlier, should there be

any new padicipants in the project that will bear responsibility for the construction or
operation of the pipeline, GEC must submit the relevant information to the Board.

h) Does GEC need a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity?
ln addition to its application for leave to construct a hydrocarbon pipeline, GEC applied

for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (or "Certificate") under section

8(1) of the Municipal Franchises,Acf (MFA). That subsection reads:
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8.(1) Despite any other provision in this Act or any other general or special Act, no
person shall construct any works to supply,

(a) natural gas in any municipality in which such person was not on the 1't day
of April,1933, supplying gas; or

(b) gas in any municipality in which such person was not on the 1't day of April,

1933, supplying gas and in which gas was being supplied, without the
approval of the Ontario Energy Board, and such approval shall not be given

(c) unless public convenience and necessity appear to require that such

approval be given.

There was some debate at the hearing as to whether GEC needed a certificate to build

the pipeline, as no person other than the GEC facility would be supplied with gas

through the pipeline. Counsel addressed some remarks on the question of whether
the word "supply" in section B included the situation where the builder and operator of
the pipeline was the same entity that received the gas.

ln addition, GEC took the position that it would not be a gas distributor within the

meaning of section 3 of the OEB Act. "Gas distributo/' is defined as follows:

"gas distributor" means a person who delivers gas to a consumer, and
"distribute" and "distribution" have corresponding meanings;

The question of whether the recipient of a Certificate under the MFA could be exempt
from regulation as a distributor under the OEB Act was not addressed at the hearing.

As GEC has applied for a Certificate, and has thereby acknowledged the jurisdiction of
the Board to grant a Certificate in this situation, the question is not squarely before us.

However, it may be of some use to future proponents to have some indication of the

Board's views on this issue.

First, it is clear from the MFA that the application of section 8 is not restricted to utilities

or gas distributors. The need for pre-approval applies to all persons.

Secondly, it appears that the purpose of section B of the MFA is to deal with

construction of works to supply gas, not the supply of gas itself. The first part of

section B of the MFA, before an amendment in 1998, read:
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B.(1) Despite any other provision in this Act or any other general or special Act,
no person shall construct any works to supply, or supply

(a) natural gas in any municipality...
(emphasis added)

The amendment reduced the scope of section 8 of the MFA such that it is the
construction of works that is addressed by the section.

The Board finds that a purposive interpretation of the MFA suggests that all persons

who wish to construct pipelines to supply natural gas need a Certificate, unless such
persons are exempted by the words in the section that relate to supply before 1933.

The Board is of the view that the section applies even where the recipient of the gas is
identical with the constructor of the pipeline. We find that the word "supply" should be

interpreted to include supplying oneself.

It is important that the Board retain oversight of the construction of hydrocarbon
pipelines in Ontario for reasons including safety, regulatory policy and the avoidance
of the unnecessary proliferation of gas works. As pointed out in the hearing, not every
gas pipeline is subject to approval under the leave to construct provisions of the OEB
Act. The need for a Certificate under the MFA provides the Board with the opportunity
to assess the need for a gas pipeline and the competency of the proponent to

construct the line safely.

ln contrast, the definition of "gas distributor" under the OEB Act addresses the delivery
of gas to a consumer. Many of the provisions relating to gas regulation in the OEB

Act, such as the rate setting provision, deal with the relationship between the
distributor and the consumers it serves. ln the case before us, there is no relationship
to regulate, as the consumer of the gas is the same as the person who is delivering
the gas. We find that it is not inconsistent to require a person to obtain a Certificate
under the MFA, while finding that the person is not a gas distributor within the meaning
of the OEB Act.

The Board finds that the applicant GEC should be required to obtain, and should be

granted a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity under section B of the MFA.

GEC has satisfied us of the need for the pipeline and that it is competent to undertake
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construction and operation of the line. However, as indicated elsewhere in this
decision, if the project partner Calpine is not overseeing construction, the Board will
require GEC to provide the Board with information as to the entity supervising
construction of the line and its competence in gas pipeline construction.

GEC indicated that it would not object to a geographic restriction of the Certificate to
the area needed to construct and operate the pipeline. The Board finds that it would
appropriate to so restrict the Certificate. The certificate that it will be issued to GEC
will be for the sole purpose of building the pipeline to supply gas to the GEC
generating station. The area of the certificate shall cover only the area necessary for
the construction of the pipeline including permanent and temporary workspace.

Union has a Certificate for the municipality, and those rights remain in effect

Counsel for Union raised the question of whether Vector would need a Certificate for
the facilities that will connect the GEC line to the Vector transmission line. However,
Counsel for GEC made it clear in his reply submissions that Vector is not undertaking
any construction of facilities. Section I of the MFA applies only to persons
constructing works to supply gas. lt therefore appears that Vector will not require a

Certificate.

Board Order and Cost Awards
Pursuant to section 90 and 96 of the Ontario Energy Board Act,1998 the Board grants
GEC leave to construct the pipeline and associated equipment as applied for, subject
to the conditions attached in Appendix 5. Pursuant to section B of the Municipat
Franchises Acf, the Board grants GEC a Certificate for Public Convenience and
Necessity, which shall be issued to GEC in due course.

Pursuant to section 90 and 96 of lhe Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 the Board grants
Union leave to construct the pipeline and associated equipment as applied for, subject
to the conditions attached in Appendix 6. Union's rights in its existing Certificate for the
municipality remain in effect.

GEC and Union shall pay in equal shares intervenor cost awards. GEC and Union
shall also pay in equal shares the Board's costs, if any. lntervenors eligible for cost
awards shall file their cost statements with the Board, GEC and Union by January 16,
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2006, in which they must indicate the requested percentage of cost recovery. GEC
and Union may respond by January 31, 2006, and intervenors may reply by February
15,2006.

Dated at Toronto, January 6, 2006

Original signed by

John Zych

Board Secretary



Municipal Franchises Act
R.S.O. I990, CHAPTER M.55

Approval for construction of gas works or supply of gas in municipality

8. (1) Despite any other provision in this Act or any other general or special Act,
no person shall construct any works to supply,

(a) natural gas in any municipality in which such person was not on the lst day of
April, 1933, supplying gas; or

(b) gas in any rnunicipality in which such person was not on the lst day of April,
1933, supplying gas and in which gas was then being supplied,

without the approval of the Ontario Energy Board, and such approval shall not be given
unless public convenience and necessity appeff to require that such approval be given.
R.S.O. 1990, c. M.55, s. 8 (1); 1998, c. 15, Sched. E, s.21 (4).


